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Abstract

The United States Air Force operates more than 6,800 aircraft that use more than 15,700

turbine engines. Whenever these engines are in operation they generate pollution. The

majority of the pollution is composed of five air toxics: Particulate Matter (Smoke),

Carbon Monoxide, Oxides of Nitrogen, Oxides of Sulfur, and Unburned Hydrocarbons.

Currently, the emissions from these engines are not regulated while the engines are in use

in military aircraft. However, during the periodic maintenance and repair of aircraft

turbine engines, maintainers must test the engines' operation at each power setting.

Emissions during these tests are permitted under Title V of the Clean Air Act

Amendments of 1990. Because the Air Force has a large number of both engines and

engine test facilities, future regulations based on current law have the potential to severely

affect the Air Force engine testing program.

This research uses decision analysis to clarify issues surrounding the question: How can

Air Combat Command effectively test its jet engines and still comply with the

environmental requirements of the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990?
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To answer this general question, the research objectives of this study were:

0 Perform a review of modern jet engines and the emissions that result from jet

engine testing. This review focused on the underlying causes of emissions and potential

methods to reduce these emissions.

• Construct a decision model to compare the various existing and potential

methods for meeting Clean Air Act regulatory requirements during jet engine testing in

ACC.

. Use this model to compare the costs and benefits of various notional methods

for meeting regulatory requirements by reducing emissions during the testing of Air

Combat Command's jet engines. These notional methods were based on the technologies

uncovered during the literature review.
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DECISION SUPPORT MODEL TO EVALUATE METHODS FOR REDUCING

AIR POLLUTION EMISSIONS DURING JET ENGINE TESTING

I. Introduction

General Issue

The United States Air Force operates more than 6,800 aircraft that use more than 15,700

turbine engines (Mehuron, 1995:51-54; Young and Taylor, 1995:134-145). Whenever

these engines are in operation, they generate pollution. The majority of the pollution is

composed of five air toxics:

" PM - Particulate Matter (Smoke)

" CO - Carbon Monoxide

" NOx - Oxides of Nitrogen

" SOx - Oxides of Sulfur

* UHC - Unburned Hydrocarbons (Lefebvre, 1983:463).

PM 10, CO, NO2 and SO 2 are criteria pollutants. These criteria pollutants are contained

within the five air toxics. Criteria pollutants are air contaminants for which the

Environmental Protection Agency has set ambient air quality standards that define the

dividing line between acceptable and unacceptable air quality (Griffin, 1994:5-6).

1



Currently, emissions from commercial aircraft engines are regulated when the engines are

in operation. 40 CFR 87.1 defines commercial aircraft engines as "any aircraft engine

used or intended for use by an 'air carrier,' . . . or a 'commercial operator'." However,

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Department of Transportation

(DOT) do not regulate military aircraft engines. 42 USC 7573 states that no State or

political subdivision can adopt a standard different from the standard adopted by DOT.

Once an engine is removed from the aircraft and placed in a permanent structure for

testing, the rules change. The EPA lists engine test facilities as a major source of air

pollution under Section 112(c) of the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990 (EPA,

1992:31591). As a major source, their emissions can be regulated (CAAA,

1990:7412(d)).

During the periodic maintenance and repair of aircraft turbine engines, maintainers must

test the engines' operation at each power setting. Currently these tests occur in three

different structures: test cells, test stands, and hush houses. A test cell is an enclosed

structure designed to withstand the vibrations, back pressure, and heat generated by the

engines being tested. A test stand is a facility most often used for long-term durability

testing of uninstalled engines. A hush house is a facility designed to allow the engine to be

tested while still installed in the aircraft. Not all hush house testing is performed on

installed engines. Uninstalled engines can also be placed on engine mounts within a hush

house and tested.
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Because the Air Force has a large number of both engines and engine test facilities, future

regulations based on current law have the potential to affect the Air Force engine testing

program severely. Air Combat Command (ACC), as a major operator of military aircraft,

is particularly concerned about the possible future impacts on cost and operations (Isaacs,

1995).

Research Question

Understanding that the Air Force must continue to test its jet engines, the central question

of this research is: How can Air Combat Command efficiently test its jet engines, comply

with the environmental requirements of the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990, and

maintain operational effectiveness?

Research Goals

To answer this general question, the research goals of this study are to:

1. Perform a review of modern jet engines and the emissions that result from jet engine

testing. This review will focus on the underlying causes of emissions and potential

methods to reduce these emissions.

2. Construct a decision model to compare the various existing and potential strategies for

meeting Clean Air Act regulatory requirements during jet engine testing in ACC. This

model will focus on four major objectives:

3



* Minimize negative operational impact,

• Maximize the environmental benefits,

" Minimize the cost of the strategy, and

" Identify the time it will take to field the strategy.

3. Use this model to compare the costs and benefits of various notional methods for

meeting regulatory requirements by reducing emissions during the testing of Air Combat

Command's jet engines. These notional methods will be based on the technologies

uncovered during the literature review. This goal will be met by identifying potential

emission reduction strategies surrounding the F1 10 engine. Block 50 and Block 52 F-16

fighter aircraft use this engine.

4



H. Literature Review

Overview

First, this chapter discusses the legal and regulatory requirements surrounding jet engine

testing. Second, it identifies jet engine testing requirements. Third, it describes the

pollution generated by jet engine testing using a process map. Fourth, this chapter

explains how jet engines create pollution during testing. Finally, it gives a brief description

of various methods that have the potential to lower emissions during tests.

Legal and Regulatory Requirements

Before discussing the specific legal and regulatory requirements surrounding jet engine

testing, a look at the overall structure and history of air pollution control legislation is

appropriate. This overall framework can help one better understand state and Federal

regulatory action toward jet engine testing. Air pollution control legislation can be

grouped into: Pre-1970 legislation, the 1970 Clean Air Act along with the 1977

Amendments, and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.

Pre-1970 Air Pollution Control Legislation. From the founding of the United States,

until the passage of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, local governments, the

States, and the Federal government worked to define each of their roles in regulating air

pollution. Initially, common law nuisance and trespass suits resolved air pollution disputes

(Stern, 1982:44). Once it became apparent that common law was not enough to control

5



the increases in pollution, the States began passing individual state laws in the early

1950's.

Starting with the Air Pollution Control Act of 1955, the federal government began to play

a role in air pollution control. Throughout the 1950's and 1960's, Congress passed air

pollution control laws that emphasized research. In 1965, Congress directed that the

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) set emission standards for motor

vehicles (Portney, 1990:30).

The 1967 Air Quality Act (AQA) set the basic framework for the 1970 Clean Air Act

Amendments and for later Laws that regulate stationary sources like jet engine test cells.

The AQA did four basic things:

" It provided funding to the States to continue the fight against air pollution.

" It required states to establish Air Quality Control Regions (AQCRs) which

grouped together geographic areas that shared air quality control concerns.

* HEW was to investigate and publish information about the adverse health effects

of air pollution.

9 HEW was to assist States by identifying pollution control techniques so that the

States could begin regulating polluters (Portney, 1990:30).

The 1970's. President Nixon heralded the 1970's as the environmental decade. Three

major events of 1970 emphasized this new commitment to the environment. First, on 1

January 1970, President Nixon signed the National Environmental Policy Act into law.

6



Second, on 2 December 1970, the Environmental Protection Agency was formed. Third,

on 31 December 1970, President Nixon signed the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970.

These amendments are generally called the Clean Air Act (CAA).

The major goal of the CAA was that the nation's air was to be cleaned up by July 1975.

To support this goal, the Act contained many provisions. Some of these provisions

affected regulations concerning jet engine testing emissions. These provisions are as

follows:

" Money was authorized to conduct additional research

• State and regional grants were authorized

• The EPA was directed to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)

* Air Quality Control Regions (AQCRs) were designated

• States were directed to write and implement State Implementation Plans (SIPs)

within three years

• New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) were established.

" National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS) were

established, and

• The EPA was to establish aircraft emission standards (Hauser, 1995).

This last provision is significant because it was the first time that Congress specifically

addressed aircraft emissions. Figure 1 contains an excerpt from this section of the Act.

7



See. 11. (a) (1) Title II of the Clean Air Act is amended by adding the end thereof the
following new part:

"Part B-- Aircraft Emission Standards

"ESTABLISHMENT OF STANDARDS

"Sec. 231. (a) (1) Within 90 days after the date of enactment of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1970, the Administrator Shall Commence a study and investigation of
emissions of air pollutants from aircraft in order to determine --

"(A) The extent to which such emissions affect air quality in air quality control
regions throughout the United States, and

"(B) The technological feasibility of controlling such emissions.

[Paragraph (a)(2) and paragraphs (b) and (c) omitted]

"Sec 232. (a) The Secretary of Transportation, after consultation with the
Administrator, shall proscribe regulations to insure compliance with all standards
proscribed under section 231 by the Administrator...

[Paragraph (b) omitted]

"STATE STANDARDS AND CONTROLS

"See 233. No State or political subdivision thereof may adopt or attempt to enforce any
standard respecting emissions of any air pollutant from any aircraft or engine thereof
unless such standard is identical to a standard applicable under this part.

Figure 1 Excerpt from the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 (CAA, 1970).

In 1977, Congress again revisited the Clean Air Act. On 7 August 1977, President Carter

signed The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 into law (Stern, 1982:58). The 1977

Amendments retained the basic approach to air pollution control adopted in 1970.

However, some additional provisions were added that had an impact on jet engine testing

emissions regulations. These provisions are as follows:

- Conditions were placed on the construction of new sources or on the

modification of major sources.

- The EPA was to permit the construction or modification of major sources in

both non-attainment and non-degradation areas.

• The policy of emission off-sets was established, and

8



* The concept of prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) was established

(Hauser, 1994).

While none of the provisions of the 1970 and 1977 Acts was directed specifically at jet

engine test cells, these laws laid the groundwork for the Clean Air Act Amendments of

1990 that directly impact the permitting and operation ofjet engine test cells.

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. On 15 November 1990, President Bush

signed the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) into law. The bill passed the

House by a vote of 401 to 21 and the Senate by a vote of 89 to 11. The 1990

Amendments represented significant change to the nation's clean air policies (Hauser,

1994). Of particular significance to jet engine testing emissions are the following

provisions:

* The Attainment and Maintenance of National Ambient Air Quality

Standards under Title I. The fact that the Air Quality Control region a test cell is

located in is in or out of compliance can be a major factor in the emission levels allowed

by the test cell's Title V permit.

- The listing of major source categories under Title 11. The Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) lists engine test facilities as a major source of air pollution

under Section 112(c) of the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990. As a major source, their

emissions can be regulated.

* The permitting program under Title V. Title V gives States the ability to

issue federally-enforceable permits for major emission sources (Griffin, 1994:331).

9



Permits written under Title V can directly affect the operations ofjet engine test cells at

Air Force bases (Senn, 1994).

Engine Testing Requirements

Even though the CAAA of 1990 can severely limit the permitted emission levels from jet

engine test cells, the United States Air Force has more than 15,700 turbine aircraft engines

that must be tested after periodic maintenance and repair. The Technical Order (TO) for

the F1O-GE-129 provides an example of the testing requirements. This TO requires

engine testing following "component replacement or maintenance" (DAF, undated: 5)

Currently these tests occur on the aircraft, in partially enclosed engine test stands, in test

cells, or in enclosed facilities called hush houses. Figure 2 shows the typical configuration

of a test cell or hush house.

Exhaust
Gas Incoming

Ambient Air

Augmentor Tube

Aircraft or
Uninstalled Engine

Figure 2 Typical Test Cell or Hush House Configuration
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Process Map

Before examining potential methods for reducing emissions during jet engine testing, a

brief description of the process that generates these emissions is needed. From a

macroscopic viewpoint, the jet engine testing process can be broken down into three

parts: the pre-combustion inputs, fuel and the ambient air; the engine itself, and post-

combustion exhaust (See Figure 3 below).

Within Process

Pre-process Post-process

Fueo Combustion S

Inputs Outputs
Aircraft Engine
or Test Facility

Figure 3 Engine Testing Process Map

The pre-process (input) phase is composed of aviation fuel and oxygen. Aviation fuel is

"the source of energy required for the propulsion of airborne vehicles. This energy is

released as heat and expanding gases that are the products of a combustion reaction that

occurs when fuel combines with oxygen from the ambient air" (Pangborn, 1992:284).

Currently, the Air Force is converting all of its aircraft to JP-8 fuel from the more

explosive JP-4 fuel. This conversion is scheduled to be completed by the end of 1996

(Keil, 1995).
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The process phase ofjet engine testing occurs in the engine itself In this phase, the fuel

and oxygen are combined and burned. The typical turbojet engine is composed of several

sections: the inlet system, the compressor, the combustor, the turbine, and the exhaust

nozzle. The inlet system takes in air at the speed the aircraft is traveling and slows the air

to a speed that can be drawn into the compressor (Ehrich, 1992:628-629). Once in the

compressor, the air is compressed adiabatically. The combustor adds heat by burning fuel

at a constant pressure. After passing through the combustor, the hot gas passes to the

turbine. In the turbine, the gas expands providing energy to the turbine that drives the

compressor. Once the expanding gas leaves the turbine, it continues to expand in the jet

nozzle where the remaining energy is converted into thrust (Blanton, 1992:474-475).

In addition to the typical five sections already described, many military fighter aircraft jet

engines also have an afterburner stage that is used to augment engine thrust during short

periods when increased thrust is required, such as during combat (Ehrich, 1992:629). The

afterburner stage is located between the turbine and the jet nozzle. In this stage,

additional fuel is burned to provide increased thrust when needed (Pinkel, 1992:170).

In the post-process phase, the results of combustion are exhausted to the ambient air.

Each of these phases provides an opportunity to reduce the volume of pollution released

during jet engine testing.

12



Mechanism of Pollutant Formation

During the combustion phase, PM, UHC, CO, SOx and NOx are created. Before

discussing possible methods for reducing this pollution, it is useful to understand the

underlying mechanisms that create these air toxics. This section discusses the health

effects of the five air toxics of concern and how jet engines generate these air toxics.

Additionally, this section will describe how some of these pollutants react to form

tropospheric ozone, another criteria pollutant.

Oxides of Nitrogen. The pollutants of greatest concern during jet engine testing

are the oxides of nitrogen. The emission of the oxides of nitrogen is important because

nitrogen dioxide is a criteria pollutant. Nitrogen dioxide is a concern for two reasons.

First, NO2 is a precursor to tropospheric photochemical ozone whose formation and health

effects are discussed later. Second, nitrogen dioxide has its own set of negative health

effects. The acute effects of NO2 are direct damage to the lung cell membranes and

airway constriction (Griffin, 1994:28). The chronic effects of NO2 include necrosis, or

direct cell death (Griffin, 1994:28).

The oxides of nitrogen are formed during the operation of turbine engines through three

different chemical processes: thermal NO, prompt NO, and fuel NO.

- The oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen produces Thermal NO in the post flame

gases. This reaction occurs according to the well established Zeldovich chain mechanism

(Lefebvre, 1983:469). These chemical reactions are:
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O+N 2 NO+N

N+02 = NO + O

* Prompt NO is produced in the early flame region of the combustor in low-

temperature, fuel-rich flames (Lefebvre, 1983:470).

* Fuel NO results from the oxidation of the nitrogen contained in the jet fuel

(Lefebvre, 1983:469).

These three processes account for the formation of NO. NO is oxidized to NO2 once the

exhaust gasses begin to cool after leaving the jet engine (Lefebvre, 1983:473).

Particulate Matter. Fine particulate matter can cause several acute health

problems. These problems include increased mortality rates, incidents of asthma, and

respiratory disease (Griffin, 1994:27). In addition to the acute health effects, long term

exposure to fine particulates can result in reduced lung capacity and lung scarring (Griffin,

1994:27).

Particulate matter is found in the smoke exhaust ofjet engines. Smoke can be generated

in fuel-rich zones in the combustor where mixing is inadequate (Lefebvre, 1983:473).

Five main factors control soot formation. These factors are the specific properties of the

fuel, the combustion temperature and pressure, the fuel/air ratio, atomization quality, and

the injection mode (Lefebvre, 1983:475).
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Carbon Monoxide. Carbon monoxide is a criteria pollutant. Consequently,

carbon monoxide emissions are subject to regulation. Carbon monoxide can cause

asphyxiation. Also, it can impair performance, slow reflexes, and cause fatigue and

headaches (Griffin, 1994:29).

If the gas turbine combustor is operating fuel-rich, then large amounts of carbon monoxide

will form. This is because a fuel-rich environment does not contain enough oxygen for the

fuel to react completely to CO2. However, if the air-to-fuel ratio is stoichiometric or

moderately fuel-lean, then a significant amount of CO will be present because of the

disassociation of CO2 (Lefebvre, 1983:467). Actual CO emissions are much higher at low

power settings. This suggests that incomplete fuel combustion generates much of the

carbon monoxide (Lefebvre, 1983:467).

Oxides of Sulfur. The oxides of sulfur (SOx) are a concern because of the criteria

pollutant sulfur dioxide (SO2). The acute health effects of S02 include a variety of

respiratory ailments. SO2's chronic effects include immune system suppression and

increased risk of bronchitis (Griffin, 1994:27).

SOx emissions are composed mainly of SO2 and SO3. These compounds are formed when

the sulfur contained in the jet fuel combines with oxygen from the ambient air (Lefebvre,

1983:463). Because almost all of the SOx comes from sulfur in the jet fuel, the only

effective way to prevent SOx from forming is to reduce the sulfur content of the fuel.
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Unburned Hydrocarbons. Unburned hydrocarbons (UHC) "include fuel that

emerges at the combustor exit in the form of droplets or vapor, as well as the products of

the thermal degradation of the parent fuel into species of lower molecular weight, such as

methane and acetylene" (Lefebvre, 1983:469-469). Under ideal conditions, a hydrocarbon

fuel, such as jet fuel, would oxidize completely to CO2 and water when burned. For

complete oxidation to occur, a precise air-fuel ratio must exist. This ratio, with no excess

oxygen, is called a stoichiometric mixture (Seinfeld, 1986:77). The required ratio is found

in the following chemical reaction:

CxHy + (x + y)0 2 - xCO 2 + 1/2yH 20

When this condition does not exist, products of incomplete combustion result.

Ozone. Ozone is also a criteria pollutant that can cause damage to the respiratory

system. Ozone's acute effects include "cough and chest pain, eye irritation, headaches,

lung function losses, and asthma attacks" (Griffin, 1994:27). "Chronic exposures to

elevated ozone levels are responsible for losses in immune system functions, accelerated

aging and increased susceptibility to other infections" (Griffin, 1994:27).

Although ozone is a pollutant of concern, it is not directly emitted to the ambient air

during jet engine testing. The reason it is a pollutant of concern is that several pollutants

emitted during engine tests are precursors to ozone. These pollutants include the oxides of

nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and unburned hydrocarbons. Figure 4 shows the set of

chemical reactions that lead to ozone formation. These chemical reactions show why

NOx, CO and unburned hydrocarbon emissions are of such concern. These reactions are
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not limited to the HO" and HO2 radicals. Any RO" or R0 2 " radical (where R is any alkyl

group) can be substituted into these reactions (Seinfeld, 1989:745). A source of these

radicals is unburned hydrocarbons.

Ozone is the major cause for air quality control regions not meeting compliance standards.

The need for these regions to comply drives the levels of emissions allowed by permit.

These emissions are more tightly controlled in ozone non-attainment areas because they

add to the formation of ozone. Tight permitting requirements can lead to limits on the

amount ofjet engine testing allowed at a given installation.

- NO - . '

Ob.'\ hv, 02
NO 2  - NO+0 3

HO 2

-)0 + H 20 - 2"OH (Hydroxyl)

OH + CO - C02 +H

H" + 02 H0 2 (Hydroperoxyl)

(IF) NO + H0 2 " - NO2 + OH

Figure 4 The Ozone Formation Reaction (Hauser, 1994)

Emission Reduction Methods

Each phase of the jet engine testing process provides opportunities for emission reduction.

The pre-process phase offers the opportunity for different fuel or fuel additives to reduce

emissions. The process, the engine itself, could be modified or replaced. Or, a
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post-process control technology could be placed between the engine and the ambient air

during testing. This section will look at each of these process phases to see what research

and development has been done in the past and what additional research may prove

promising in the future.

Fuels. The pre-process inputs are fuel and air. However, the type of aviation fuel used is

the only controllable input. The air is the air and must be taken as is. The amount of

different chemical compounds in the ambient air is uncontrollable. While the following

alternative fuels may not be applicable to military jet engines, a short discussion of the

different alternative fuels discussed in the literature is appropriate.

JP-8. Over the last several years, the Air Force has converted from jet fuel type

JP-4 to JP-8. JP-8 fuel is less volatile than JP-4. JP-8 has been used in USAFE and

PACAF for many years but the conversion to JP-8 in the United States will not be

completed until 1996 (Nault, 1995).

JP-8+100. JP-8+100 consists of standard JP-8 fuel mixed with an anti-coking

additive package consisting of antioxidants, metal deactivators, dispersants, and

detergents. The additive package is added to JP-8 fuel at a concentration at parts per

million. (Martin, 1995:2) The purpose of JP-8+100 fuel is to give the fuel an additional

100 degrees Fahrenheit of thermal stability. This increased thermal stability is needed

because the Air Force has seen an increase in fuel coking within its jet engines since the

conversion from JP-4 to JP-8 fuel (Martin, 1995:1).
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Although reducing emissions is not a goal of the JP-8+ 100 program, a reduction of carbon

monoxide and hydrocarbons may be an added bonus of using this fuel. The additive

package may actually improve the combustion process, reducing much of the exhaust gas

to carbon dioxide and water. Wright-Laboratories will conduct testing to confirm this

phenomenon (Keil, 1995).

Methanol(Ethanol)/JP-8 Blend. The use of methyl or ethyl alcohols either as a

stand-alone substitute, or as a blend with conventional jet fuel, presents an attractive

environmental option to conventional turbine aircraft fuel (Price, 1994:6). The use of

methanol to fuel commercial jet aircraft has several potential environmental benefits:

Significant reduction in NOx emissions relative to conventional Jet A, negligible
particulate emissions [and], Reduced emissions of carbon monoxide and aldehydes
during full power operation, such as take-off and climb-out, with a possibly slight
increase in these emissions during low power operation, such as descent and taxi
(Price, 1994:6).

One drawback of methanol as a turbine aircraft fuel alternative is that it would result in an

aircraft range reduction of approximately 50% if one looked at only the BTU content of

the fuel. However, the fuel has the potential to increase turbine power and mass flow

which results in the ability to operate at decreased power, increased altitude, or increased

air speed. These factors would have a positive effect on range (Price, 1994:6). The

effects of ethyl alcohol (ethanol) are similar to those of methanol. The overall effect of the

fuel blend on engine performance would be engine and aircraft specific.

Water/Steam Injection. Water or steam injection is an established NOx

reduction method for stationary gas turbines. Water lowers the flame temperature, which
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in turn decreases the thermal formation of NOx. To use this method that lessens the

formation of NOx, the engine being tested, would require temporary modification that

would significantly alter its performance characteristics (EPA, 1994:1-10). After the test

is complete, the engine must be returned to its unmodified state before it can be returned

to operational service. Using this method to decrease NOx emissions would defeat the

purpose of certification and validation testing since the engine being tested would not be in

its operational configuration (EPA, 1994:1-11).

Water-In-Fuel Emulsion. Water-in-fuel emulsion would have similar benefits

and drawbacks as the water/steam injection. It would reduce emissions, but the engine

would not be tested in its operational configuration (EPA: 1994, 1-11).

Engine Modifications. Currently, engine manufacturers are developing new types of

combustors for aviation turbine engines. Combustion modifications for commercial jet

engines include a goal of reduced emissions, because both the Environmental Protection

Agency and the International Civil Aviation Organization regulate these engines. New

military engines, on the other hand, are being developed for reduced weight and increased

thrust. Any environmental benefits, by the way of reduced emissions, will be an added

bonus on top of the increased performance characteristics of the new engines (Keil, 1995).

Several new engine technologies are discussed below.

Rich/Quench/Lean (RQL) Combustion. "The rich/quench/lean (RQL)

combustion concept has demonstrated a significant reduction in NOx formation in gas
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turbine applications" (Rizk and Mongia, 1991:1). This combustion method takes

advantage of the fact that a fuel-rich combustion zone is effective in reducing NOx . The

disadvantage of fuel-rich combustion is that CO, UHC and soot are formed in large

quantities because of the lack of oxygen needed to complete the combustion reactions that

result in CO2 and 1120. The RQL method is effective because it overcomes this

disadvantage when the mixture is uniformly quenched and then sent through a lean-fuel

stage. In the lean-fuel stage, the proper stoichiometry exists to complete the oxidation

reaction so that most of the CO, UHC and soot from the fuel-rich stage are consumed

(Rizk and Mongia, 1991:1).

Double Annular Combustor. Turbine engine combustors that use combustion

process staging in separate combustion zones have been investigated as a method of

reducing NO x emission levels (Bahr, 1987:182). One example of this type of combustor is

the double annular combustor. The double annular combustor has two parallel stages, an

outer pilot stage and an inner main stage. The pilot stage is designed for a lower air flow

rate than the main stage and is the only stage in use during startup, altitude relight, and

idle conditions. In all other modes of operation, the main stage is also in use and the fuel

flow is split between the stages (Bahr, 1987:182-183).

Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine Technology (IHPTET). The

IHPTET is a cooperative effort of the Army, Navy, Air Force, NASA, Advanced

Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and industry development programs. The goal of this
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program is to develop turbine engine technology to provide "twice the propulsion

capability of today's systems by around the turn-of-the-century" (WLIPOT, 1995).

Test Cell Control Technologies. If changing the fuel or the combustion process cannot

prevent jet engine test cell emissions, a control technology is the only option available to

lower emissions. Control technologies are under development that have the potential to

significantly reduce emissions during jet engine testing. Control technologies, like

scrubbers and bag houses, are not useable in jet engine test cells because their back

pressure is too high. A back pressure of less than one inch H 20 is desirable (Canfield,

1995). This section will describe five of these technologies.

Selective Catalytic Reduction. Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) is a post-

combustion control technology that can reduce the amount of NO x released to the

ambient air. It is a "highly reaction-specific process to push the reaction of NO with

ammonia towards a thermodynamic equilibrium" (EPA, 1994:4-5). The reaction equation

is:

NO + NH 3 + 1/402 * N2 + 3/2 H 20

Under ideal conditions, the reaction would result in only nitrogen and water emissions.

However, because of the highly transient conditions ofjet engine testing, the reaction is

not complete and some ammonia will be present in the exhaust gasses (EPA, 1994:4-5).

Using a catalyst improves this reaction. "Proprietary [catalyst] formulations containing
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titanium oxide, vanadium pentoxide, platinum, or zeolite are available to meet a wide

range of operational temperatures" (EPA, 1994:4-6). This is important because the

temperature of the exhaust gasses during jet engine testing are highly transient as the

engine changes from one operational mode to another.

Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction. Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR)

is another NOx control technology that can be used in jet engine test cells. SNCR adds

chemicals to the exhaust stream that react with NO x at elevated temperatures to produce

molecular nitrogen. Two of the reactive agents are ammonia and urea. The following two

competing reactions express the chemistry of the ammonia reaction:

NO+NH3 + 1/40 2 - N2+ 3/2 H20

NH3 +5/40 2 - NO+H 20

The first reaction is the desired step, causing the reduction of NO to molecular
nitrogen. This reaction occurs in a narrow temperature range centered at
approximately 1,800 to 2,000F. If the temperature is 100 to 200F over this range,
the second reaction dominates, and NO is created (EPA, 1994:4-12-4-13).

Lean Reburn. Lean Reburn is a NO x emission control technology that uses a

duct burner to consume part of the excess oxygen available in the exhaust of the engine

test cell. This reduced level of oxygen lowers the amount of NOx that forms in the

exhaust gas (EPA, 1994:4-17).
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Vermiculite-MgO Sorbent Bed. This control technology consists of a bed of

vermiculite coated with magnesium oxide (MgO) placed at the end of the exhaust gas

chimney of the jet engine test cell (Nelson and others, 1992:74). This technology has

several benefits:

" The ability to remove 50 to 60 percent of NOx emissions,

• Removal rates in excess of 50 percent for particulates,

" Removal of small amounts of gaseous hydrocarbon compounds,

" Back pressure less than 1 inch H20, and

" The ability to react to changing conditions as the engine is tested in different

modes (Nelson and others, 1992:74).

Additionally, the placement of an activated carbon bed in front of the vermiculite-MgO

bed increases the NOx removal rate to at least 80 percent and provides improved removal

of gaseous hydrogen compounds (Nelson and others, 1992:75).

Pulse-Corona-Induced Plasmas. Another control technology under development

is the pulse-corona-induced plasma. The plasma process "uses a very sharp-rising,

narrow-pulse high voltage to a corona system to produce intense streamer coronas

generating radical species that react with NOx" (Durham and others, 1994:ii). Tests have

demonstrated many benefits of this control technology:

* Low back pressure,

" The ability to instantaneous adjust the system when the engine changes

operational mode,
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" The level of NO x removal is variable up to 90 percent,

* The removal efficiency increases at lower temperatures,

" The process can decompose volatile organic compounds (VOC) in the gas

stream, and

• The conditions allow for charging and collecting soot particles (Durham and

others, 1994:ix).

What Needs to be Done?

This literature review described the evolution of laws controlling the release of pollutant

emissions from jet engine test cells. These laws have become more strict over time.

Originally there was no regulation, but now some laws specifically regulate test cell

emissions. These emissions are caused by different physical processes. These processes

can be affected by pre-combustion inputs, the combustion process, and post-combustion

test cell control technology. Each of these phases of the process provides an opportunity

for emission reductions. The central question of this thesis -- How can Air Combat

Command efficiently test its jet engines, comply with the environmental requirements of

the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990, and maintain operational effectiveness? -- is

complex because of the issues raised in this chapter.

Because of its complexity, this problem is ideally suited to decision analysis. A decision

analysis model will clarify the issues surrounding this question and assist Air Combat

Command decision makers to make a more informed decision. This approach is in line

with Air Force Doctrine Document 42 that states that civil engineers "should provide
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decision makers with balanced, objective analysis of the true impacts and costs of

alternatives for Air Force operations in meeting environmental goals" (DAF, 1994:2.7).

To this end, the next chapter will model this question using decision analysis.
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1. Methodology

Research Methodology

The question of which course of action the Air Force should take to reduce the emissions

during jet engine testing is complex. Each alternative must be evaluated using multiple

criteria: How will the alternative affect operational and tactical requirements? How will

the alternative aid in meeting environmental compliance requirements? How much will it

cost? And, when will it be available? Additionally, many alternatives are not mutually

exclusive so the number of possible strategies to be considered is large. For this reason,

this problem is ideally suited to decision analysis techniques.

A short description of the purposes and techniques of decision analysis is found in

Appendix A of this thesis. For a more comprehensive discussion of decision analysis, refer

to Making Hard Decisions: An Introduction to Decision Analysis by Robert T. Clemen.

The methodology used in this thesis is prescriptive decision analysis. The exact steps used

to complete the research are based on the methods suggested by Clemen and the

methodologies introduced by Colonel (Ret.) Gregory Parnell (Parnell, 1995). Figure 5

contains a flowchart outlining the steps. This chapter describes the steps used to complete

the conceptual decision model. The data collection and analysis of model data will be

described in Chapter Four.
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Problem Identification

Step 1. Identify the Problem. The first step in any decision problem is identifying the

specific problem the decision maker wishes to solve. This is important because incorrectly

identifying the specific problem can result in solving the wrong problem. This mistake is

often called an "error of the third kind" (Clemen, 1992:5).

The specific problem this research addresses is: How can Air Combat Command

efficiently test its jet engines, comply with the environmental requirements of the Clean Air

Act as amended in 1990, and maintain operational effectiveness?

Step 2. Identify Objectives. The next step in this methodology is to identify the

objectives of the decision maker as they relate to the decision problem and the attribute to

measure these objectives. For this question there are four main objectives against which

each alternative will be evaluated. They are: minimize negative operational impact,

maximize the environmental benefit, and minimize the cost of the strategy and

identify the time it takes to field the strategy.

* Minimize Operational Impact. Operational impact is of great concern to Air

Combat Command. The smaller the negative impact an alternative has on aircraft

operations, the better. Because the tolerance for negative impact is small, only

alternatives with little or no negative operational impact will be considered.
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• Maximize the Environmental Benefit. The environmental benefit of the

strategy is quite important. It is the reason the state and federal regulations address this

issue at all. Maximizing the environmental benefit is the primary purpose of the alternative

chosen. Because there are currently no specific regulatory requirements for jet engine

testing, only individual permits, the preferred alternative would have the greatest

environmental benefit.

- Minimize the Cost of the Strategy. Cost is an important consideration. Many

of these technologies are quite expensive. The cheaper the alternative, the better.

- Identify the Time It Will Take to Field the Strategy. Time is a factor that

should be considered. Many of the alternatives are currently under development, or

involve technologies that have not been applied to military engines or test cells before.

Therefore, some alternatives may be available in the near term, while others are projected

to be researched and developed and to become available later.

These are the broad general objectives of this decision problem. Later in this chapter, the

specific sub-objectives and the attributes of those objectives will be discussed in greater

detail. These broad objectives are important because they frame the analysis of the

problem.

Step 3. Identify Decisions to be Made and Decision Strategies. After identifying the

objectives, the next step is to identify the decisions that must be made to reach these
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objectives. A set of decisions can be combined into a decision strategy. In this decision

problem there are three decisions to be made:

• What type of fuel should the Air Force use?

* Should the turbine engine itself be modified or replaced?

* What, if any, control technology should be applied to the test facilities?

The options for each of these decisions are listed in the strategy generation table contained

in Figure 6. A strategy results when all the decisions are made. The do nothing, or

baseline, strategy is circled. This is the strategy the decision maker would choose if he or

she choose not to change the current engine test process.

Strategy Generation Table

Pre-Process Within Process Post-Process

Strategy Fuels Engine Control Technology

Baseline I , J-8 No Change No Change
Strategy

Figure 6 Strategy Generation Table Showing Baseline Strategy

Step 4. Does the Decision Maker Concur? After identifying the specific problem to be

solved, the objectives or criteria with which the alternatives will be measured, and the

decisions to be made, the analyst should consult the decision maker to ensure that he has

captured all of the decision maker's concerns in the objectives and all of the needed
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decisions. Of overriding importance is that the analyst has correctly identified the

problem.

On 13 April 1995, the decision makers for this research, Mr. Gil Burnet, Mr. Larry Isaacs

and Ms. Mary Ruth Senn were contacted to discuss these issues. At that meeting, they

agreed to these three decisions and these four objectives (Burnet, 1995; Isaacs, 1995;

Senn, 1995). The specific sub-objectives were discussed at a later meeting.

Model Development

Step M1. Model the Problem Structure. Once the decisions and objectives were

identified, the next step is to develop the decision model. In this step, influence diagrams

and decision trees are used to represent the decision problem. Because the influence

diagram for this model is so large, it is broken down into four modules to make the

influences more understandable. Figure 7 shows the four major objectives of the problem

as they are influenced by the three decisions. In the following sections, each of these

objectives is shown as an individual module. Although this research paper shows each

module as a separate influence diagram, the problem is actually solved using a single

combined model. For a description of the use of nodes and arcs in influence diagrams,

refer to Appendix A.
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Figure 7 Macroscopic Influence Diagram

Operational Impact. The first module in the model is the operational impact

module. The purpose of this module is to measure the negative operational impact

produced by the strategy selected. Operational impact is measured from 0 to 100 where 0

represents mission failure and 100 represents no impact. It is possible for a technology to

be better than the baseline. Technologies superior to the baseline would receive a score

greater than 100. An example might be a new IHPTET engine. These new engines might

be environmentally friendly, but they will definitely perform better than current engines

because increased performance is the goal of the program. Figure 8 contains the influence

diagram representing this module. The three decision nodes: Fuel Type, Engine

Modification, and Control Technology, influence the value nodes in the influence

diagram.

The Fuel Type decision directly influences three value nodes. Each of these nodes is

scored by expert opinion where 100 represents no negative impact on current performance

and 0 represents mission failure:
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* EP Fuel Impact -- This node represents the effect on engine performance

caused by the fuel type selected. Some of the factors this node takes into account are:

BTUs of energy/lb of fuel, potential to leave a coking residue, and specific fuel

consumption.

Fuel ngineControl
Type Modifications Technology

EP Fuel EP EM 000 Fuel 000 EM 0TF Fuel OTF CT Back Pressure
Impact Impact Impact Impact Impact Impac

Figure 8 Operational Impact Module Influence Diagram

* OOC Fuel Impact -- This node represents the effect on other (non-engine)

operational considerations caused by the fuel type selected. Some of the factors this node

takes into account are: the fuel's volatility, the handling characteristics of the fuel, the

toxicity of the fuel, and the fuel's potential to retain water.

• OTF Fuel Impact -- This node represents the effect on other (non-back

pressure) testing impacts caused by the fuel type selected. This node should have a score

less than 100 only if the fuel used for testing is different from the fuel used in the aircraft.

If this is the case then the value of this node would represent the loss, if any, in test

accuracy or reliability because of the difference in fuel.
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The Engine Modification (EM) decision directly influences two value nodes. Each of

these nodes is scored by expert opinion where 100 represents no negative impact on

current performance and 0 represents mission failure:

• EP EM Impact -- This node represents the effect on engine performance caused

by the engine modification selected. Some of the factors this node takes into account are:

excess thrust (Ps), specific fuel consumption (SFC), total accumulated cycles (TACS), and

engine flying hours (EFH).

• OOC EM Impact -- This node captures any other operational considerations

caused by the engine selected. These considerations would be operational impacts caused

by a new engine or engine modification that is not directly related the engine performance.

The Control Technology (CT) decision directly influences two value nodes:

• OTF CT Impact -- This node represents the effect on other (non-back pressure)

testing impacts caused by the control technology type selected. It is scored by expert

opinion where 100 represents no negative impact on current performance and 0 represents

mission failure. Some factors that may affect this node are: ground safety, ease of

operation, and test cell capacity.

• Back Pressure -- The value of this node is the amount of back pressure,

measured in inches of H20, caused by the control technology selected. Back pressure is

the major factor for judging test cell control technology acceptability. It is the reason bag

houses and scrubbers cannot be used (Canfield, 1995).
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The value of the Engine Performance node is the product of the values of the EP Fuel

Impact and EP EM Impact divided by 100. The equation for this value is:

Engine-Performance = EPFuel Impact * EPEM Impact - 100

A sample calculation for Engine Performance is: if the impact of the fuel selected is

valued at 95, and the value of the engine modification is valued at 90, then Engine

Performance is valued at:

95 * 90 + 100 = 85.5

This engine performance value reflects the fact that both the fuel selected and the engine

modification selected lower the overall performance of the jet engine.

The value of the Other Operational Considerations and Other Testing Factors nodes

is found in a similar manner:

OtherOperationalConsiderations = OOCFuel Impact * OOCEMImpact + 100

OtherTestingFactors = OTFFuelImpact * OTFCTFactors - 100

TestPerformance = OtherTestingFactors*BackPressureScore+100
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The value of the Back Pressure Score is influenced by the value of Back Pressure. The

Back Pressure Score is found using the following equation:

[1-O.05,(BackPressure)] * 100 if Back Pressure< 1Back_Pressure_Score { 0 otherwise

A control technology with Back Pressure = 0 would score 100 while a technology with

Back Pressure = 1 would score 95.

The Back Pressure Threshold node has a binary, 0 or 1, value. The purpose of this

node is to act as a gate which will prevent a strategy with an excessive amount of back

pressure from scoring favorably in the Operational Impact Score node. The Back

Pressure Threshold node is needed because back pressure is a key factor for the

acceptance or rejection of a control technology. Development requirements for jet engine

test cell control technologies call for less than one inch of back pressure (Canfield, 1995).

The expression for Back Pressure Threshold is:

Br if BackPressure < 1BackPressure{Threshold = otherwise

Operational Impact Score is the final score for the operational impact module. It is a

weighted average of the Engine Performance, Other Operational Considerations, and
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Test Performance nodes gated by the Back Pressure Threshold node. The weights in

this equation are:

• EP Weight -- The weight given to the value of Engine Performance,

• OOC Weight -- The weight given to the value of Other Operational

Considerations, and

• TP Weight -- The weight given to the value of Test Performance.

The equation for the Operational Impact Score node is:

OperationalImpactScore = BackPressureThreshold * (EPWeight * Engine-Performance +

OOCWeight * OtherOperationalConsiderations + TPWeight * TestPerformance)

where;

EP Weight + OOC Weight + TP Weight = 1.

This completes the description of the relationships contained in the operational impact

module which results in an Environmental Impact Score for each alternative strategy.

The next module described is the environmental compliance module.

Environmental Compliance. Figure 9 is the influence diagram representing the

environmental compliance module. Similar to the operational impact module, the three

decisions to be made influence the various value nodes. The NOx, CO, UHC, S02 and

PM represent the percent reduction of each pollutant type emission from the level of

emissions that would occur if the baseline strategy is used. For example, NOx is the
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percent reduction of NOx emissions for the strategy from the emission levels of the

baseline option.

S2TI MFuel Egn oto

Figure 9 Environmental Compliance Module Influence Diagram

The NOx node is influenced by three other nodes:

• NOx Fuel Impact -- The percent reduction of NOx emissions from the baseline

because of the fuel type,

* NOx EM Impact -- The percent reduction of NOx emissions from the baseline

because of an engine modification, and

• NOx CT Impact -- The percent reduction of NOx emissions from the baseline

by using a test cell control technology.
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The value of NOx is the overall percent reduction represented by the previous three

nodes. This reduction is found using the following equation:

NOx = 1 - [1 - NoxFuel Impact] * [1 -NoxEMImpact] * [1 - NOxCTImpact]

The values CO, UHC, S02 and PM are found in the same manner as NOx:

CO = 1 - [1 - COFuelImpact] * [1 -COEMImpact] * [1 - COCTImpact]

UHC = 1 - [1 - UHC_FuelImpact] * [I -UHCEMImpact] * [1 - UHCCTImpact]

S02 = 1 - [1 - S02_Fuel Impact] * [1 -S02_EMImpact] * [1 - S02_CTImpact]

PM = 1 - [1 - PMFuelImpact] * [1 -PMEMImpact] * [1 -PMCTImpact]

Environmental Compliance Score is a weighted average of NOx, CO, UHC, S02 and

PM. It is found by the equation:

Environmental-ComplianceScore =

WI*NOx + W2*CO + W3*UHC + W4*SO2 + W5*PM

Where:

W1+W2+W3+W4+W5= 1

The weights, Wi are used to model the decision maker's preference for which pollutants

are the most important to reduce.
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Like the Back Pressure Threshold node, the NOx Threshold node has a binary, 0 or 1,

value. The purpose of this node is to act as a gate which will prevent a strategy with a

NOx reduction unacceptable to the decision maker from having a non-zero environmental

Utility. This node is needed because NOx reduction is important and the decision maker

does not prefer options that do not reduce NOx emissions. The 10% reduction threshold

is an arbitrary value selected after discussion with the decision makers (Isaacs, 1995). The

expression for this node is:

{i NOx< 10%
NOxThreshold = NOx 10%

The CO Threshold node serves the same purpose as the NOx Threshold node except

that it is a gate against low CO reduction instead of low NOx reduction.

Utility is the final score for the environmental compliance module. It is the

Environmental Compliance Score gated by the threshold nodes. The equation for the

Utility node is:

Utility = NOxThreshold * COThreshold * EnvironmentalComplianceScore

The past two sections have described the operation impact and environmental compliance

modules. In the following two sections will describe how the cost and time modules

provide additional information to the decision maker about each of the alternative

strategies.
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Cost. The cost module influence diagram is contained in Figure 10. The influence

diagram contains four major cost nodes. Each of these nodes represents a major cost

category:

- R&D Cost -- The costs incurred during the research and development process

needed to develop the strategy,

- Acquisition Cost -- The initial capital costs associated with purchasing

equipment needed for the strategy,

* Facility Cost -- The initial capital costs associated with modifying or

constructing facilities to support the strategy, and

- O&M Cost -- The change in annual operations and maintenance costs from the

baseline costs associated with the strategy.

Fuel Moifctin ControT

R&D uel R&D EM R&D CT Ac Fuel Auq EM Acq CT Fac Fuel Fac CT OW Fuel OW EM DAM CT

Cosc ot s Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost Cost

Roteaseoins)

All these costs are expressed as net present cost (NPC) where costs are positive and

savings are negative. The interest rate used for these calculations is 7.9%, which is the

10-year nominal interest rate issued by SA10FMCE (SAFIFMCE, 1995). The costs are
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collected through the year 2025. Where O&M Cost is the NPC of the annual O&M cost

from the year the technology is implemented until the year 2025.

The value of each of the above four nodes is influenced by the value contained in the three

associated annual cost nodes. The calculations for the R&D Cost node illustrate how the

values for the R&D Cost, Acquisition Cost and Facility Cost nodes are computed. The

value of the R&D Cost node is the sum of the values in the following nodes:

- R&D Fuel Cost -- The research and development costs resulting from the fuel

type selected,

• R&D EM Cost -- The research and development costs resulting from an engine

modification selected, and

- R&D CT Cost --The research and development costs resulting from the

development of the selected test cell control technology.

These three costs are annualized in the nodes: Annual R&D Fuel Cost, Annual R&D

EM Cost and Annual R&D CT Cost. The following conditional equation calculates the

value of Annual R&D Fuel Cost. The other nodes are calculated using similar equations.

If R&DFuelTime = 0 then AnnualR&DFuelCost = R&DFuelCost,

else AnnualR&DCost = R&DFuelCost/ R&DFuel

This equation annualizes the cost of the R&D programs so that the cost of each R&D

program is spread across the years during which R&D occurs. Acquisition Cost and
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Facility Cost are computed similarly except the implementation time nodes are used for

both instead of the R&D time nodes. Even though the influence arcs from the time nodes

to these cost nodes is not drawn, it is apparent from the equation that the annual cost

nodes are influenced by the value of the time nodes discussed later in the time module

section.

The annual O&M cost nodes are calculated differently than the annual R&D, Fuel and

Facility nodes. The O&M costs are entered into the O&M Fuel Cost, O&M EM Cost,

and O&M CT Cost (Baseline) nodes as annual amounts. The equations used to compute

the annual O&M nodes are listed below.

AnnualO&MFuelCost = O&MFuelCost

AnnualO&MEMCost = O&MEMCost

AnnualO&MCTCost = O&MCTCostBaseline * (1-NOxFuelImpact) *

(1-NOxEMImpact)

The reason the Annual O&M CT Cost is discounted by NOx Fuel Impact and NOx

EM Impact is because the O&M Costs for Control Technologies are collected in terms of

dollars per pounds of NOx removed. If the fuel or engine used reduces the amount of

NOx, then the annual O&M costs will be lower.

The value of the Cost node is the sum of the values of the R&D Cost, Acquisition Cost,

Facility Cost, and O&M Cost nodes. The Cost node represents the net present value of

the strategy.
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Time. The final module of the decision support model is the time module (Figure

11). In this module, the estimated time to field the strategy is computed.

FulEngine [ Control

Figure 11 Time Module Influence Diagram

The three decisions influence the value of the six individual time nodes as shown:

* R&D Fuel Time, R&D EM Time and R&D CT Time represent the number of

years it will take to research and develop the fuel, engine modification, and jet engine test

cell control technology for the alternative strategy selected.

- Imp Fuel Time, Imp EM Time, and Imp CT Time represent the number of

years it will take to implement the fuel, engine modification, and jet engine test cell control

technology for the alternative strategy selected.

The value of the node Time is the number of years it will take to make the strategy

operational in the field. This value is found by the following equation:

Time,= MAX ( R&DFuelTime + Imp&FuelTime,

R&DEMTime + Imp&EMTime,
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R&DCTTime + ImpCTTime)

Decision Tree. While the influence diagram is effective at showing the decision

maker the influences and relationships within the decision problem, a decision tree is

needed to solve the model. At this point in the modeling effort, all the nodes in the model

are deterministic. Therefore, the decision tree is quite simple. As Figure 12 shows, it

contains only the three decisions. The shorthand decision tree notation used in Figure 7 is

described in Appendix A.

Fuel Engine Control
Tvpe Modifications Technoloq

No Change No Change
JP-8 /-Utility, OperationalImpactScore, Cost, Time

0e Modify Engine Control Tech 1Additive Utility, OperationalImpactScore, Cost, Time <

New Engine Control Tech 2
Utility, OperationalImpactScore, Cost, Time

Figure 12 Decision Tree

Step D1. Identify Alternatives. In the previous chapter, the state-of-the-art for aviation

fuels, jet engines, and jet engine test cell control technologies was discussed. This

research will not directly evaluate the alternatives uncovered during the literature review.

Rather, notional alternatives based on these technologies will be evaluated. As research

progresses and additional alternatives are defined, the model can be used to evaluate

actual alternative decision strategies. The notional decision strategies compared in this

research are summarized in a Strategy Generation Table found in Figure 13.
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Strategy Generation Table

Pre-Process Within Process Post-Process

Strategy Fuels Engine Control Technology

Baseline=trategy No Change
Strategy JP-8 No Change

Additive Modify Control
Engine Technology 1

New Engine Control
Technology 2

Figure 13 Strategy Generation Table

Conceptual Model Summary

Steps One through Four and Steps M1 and D1 complete the development of the

conceptual decision model. At this point, the objectives and sub-objectives of the decision

maker have been identified, along with the decisions to be made by the decision maker.

The decision maker has reviewed the objectives and decisions and concurred that they

capture the important aspects of the decision problem. The problem has been modeled

using an influence diagram and the feasible alternatives for analysis have been identified

and summarized in the strategy generation table. The DPLTM language program for this

deterministic model is located in Appendix C.

In the next chapter, data relating to the proposed alternatives are presented and the

balance of the steps presented in Figure 5 are completed.
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IV. Data Description and Analysis

This chapter will describe the notional data collected and the analysis of this data using the

model developed in the previous chapter. The analysis uses preliminary data to uncover

those data points that have a value range that can change the preferred alternative. These

data points are called key uncertainties.

Identify Key Uncertainties

The first action in this step is to collect point estimates for the value nodes of each of the

alternatives. These estimates are entered into the model. By analyzing this deterministic

model, the decision analyst can determine which decision is preferred when there is no

uncertainty. The data collected for this research is contained in Appendix B. Point

estimates are used for the values of the operational impact, cost and time nodes, and the

mode is used as a point estimate for each pollutant reduction node.

Step D2. Collect Preliminary Alternative Data. The data used in this chapter is

notional. The data is representative of the types of technologies under development. The

data is not specific to any of the technologies discussed in Chapter Two. However, the

values used for the various alternatives are inspired by those technologies and are within

the range of possibilities.

Step M2. Preliminary Sensitivity Analysis. In this step, the model is analyzed

deterministically to see what the preferred decision would be if there were no
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uncertainties. However, the model contains two weighting schemes which must be set

prior to running the analysis. The first is in the operational impact module. During the

preliminary sensitivity analysis, the nodes, EP Weight (Engine Performance), OOC

Weight (Other Operational Considerations), and TP Weight (Test Performance), are all

equally valued at one-third. The second weighting scheme is in the environmental

compliance module. These weights are used to compute the Environmental Compliance

Score. They are valued as follows:

W1=2/7. W2=2/7, W3=1/7, W4=1/7 and W5=1/7.

The weighting scheme was initially selected to put additional weight on the reduction of

NOx and CO. It was then discussed with the decision maker to determine if this set of

weights was reasonable (Isaacs, 1995). The significance of the Environmental

Compliance Score weighting scheme is that it makes the percent reduction of NOx and

CO are twice as significant as the percent reduction of hydrocarbons, SO2 and particulates.

These weight schemes will remain the same throughout the preliminary sensitivity analysis.

Later, the significance of these weights and their ability to change the preferred decision

will be analyzed.

Table 1 contains the results of the first analysis run. The table shows that the most

environmentally beneficial strategy, based on percent reduction of pollutants in the test

cell, is to use a fuel additive, a new engine, and control technology 2. However, this is
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also the most expensive strategy and does not have as high an Operational Impact Score

as some of the other options. Clearly, more information is needed before the decision

maker can select a strategy given these conflicting attributes.

A series of graphs may provide the decision maker with additional information with which

to make a decision. These graphs will plot environmental compliance Utility vs Time

with the net present costs noted by each alternative. The factor that determines whether

an alternative appears on a particular graph is the Operational Impact Score of the

alternative. An objective of the decision problem is to minimize the negative operational

impact of the strategy selected. For this reason, the graphs will show a set of alternatives

with a minimum amount of impact. If none of the alternatives shown is acceptable and the

decision maker desires more choices, then the decision maker can relax the operational

impact requirement.
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Table 1 Results of First Deterministic Analysis

Environmental Operational Cost
Compliance Impact (NPV in) Time

Strategy (1.00 best) (100 best) ($Millions) (years)

JP8, No Change, No Cont Tech 0 100 0 0

JP8, No Change, Cont Tech 1 0.436 98.5 0.689 3

JPS, No Change, Cont Tech 2 0.607 98.5 0.608 5

JP8, Modify Engine, No Cont Tech 0 98.7 61.6 9

JP8, Modify Engine, Cont Tech 1 0.492 97.2 62.2 9

JP8, Modify Engine, Cont Tech 2 0.630 97.2 62.2 9

JP8, New Engine, No Cont Tech 0 100 203 6

JP8, New Engine, Cont Tech 1 0.506 98.5 204 6

JP8, New Engine, Cont Tech 2 0.638 98.5 204 6

Additive, No Change, No Cont Tech 0 99.3 5.94 7

Additive, No Change, Cont Tech 1 0.461 97.9 6.62 7

Additive, No Change, Cont Tech 2 0.623 97.8 6.55 7

Additive, Modify Engine, No Cont Tech 0 98 67.5 9

Additive, Modify Engine, Cont Tech 1 0.514 96.6 68.1 9

Additive, Modify Engine, Cont Tech 2 0.645 96.5 68.1 9

Additive, New Engine, No Cont Tech 0 99.3 209 7

Additive, New Engine, Cont Tech 1 0.527 97.9 210 7

Additive, New Engine, Cont Tech 2 0.652 97.8 210 7

Figure 14 contains a graph of the decision strategies that has an operational impact score

greater than 98. Using an Operational Impact Score of 98 or better results in the four

decision strategies with an Operational Impact Score of 98.5 being plotted. The

alternative strategies are:

* JP8, No Engine Change, Control Technology 1,

• JP8, No Engine Change, Control Technology 2,

• JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 1, and

• JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 2.
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Weighted Average Emissions Reduction vs Year
(Operational Impact > 98)
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Figure 14 Operational Impact > 98 Strategy Graph

An example of the tradeoffs in this graph: The strategy: JP8, No Change, Control

Technology 2 has a higher environmental Utility and is lower Cost then the JP8, No

Change, Control Technology 1. However, it is available later. The decision maker must

trade the additional wait vs the lower Cost and increased environmental Utility to decide

to use Control Technology 2 rather than Control Technology 1.

This strategy graph provides the decision maker additional information needed to choose a

decision strategy. The purpose of this graph is to present the environmental benefit, cost,

and timing of all decision strategies that have an operational impact of at least

ninety-eight. If the decision maker desires additional strategy options, these options are
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available if the operational impact level is lowered. Figure 15 shows the additional

strategies available if the operational impact level is lowered to consider all strategies that

have an operational impact greater than 97.5.
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Figure 15 Operational Impact > 97.5 Strategy Graph

This new graph has four additional strategies that the decision maker can consider:

" Additive, No Engine Change, Control Technology 1,

* Additive, No Engine Change, Control Technology 2,

* Additive, New Engine, Control Technology 1, and

* Additive, New Engine, Control Technology 2.
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Figure 16 shows that continuing to lower the operational impact provides the decision

maker even more choices. The lower the operational impact score the decision maker

considers, the less significant the operational impact score becomes to the decision

process.
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Figure 16 Operational Impact > 97 Strategy Graph

Figures 14, 15 and 16 are effective in presenting the decision maker with the four

attributes of the decision problem. However, uncertainty within the data means that

additional analysis is required. The next phase of the analysis process will use tornado

diagrams to expose the key uncertainties in the model.

Air Combat Command does not want environmental activities to impact the flying mission

(Isaacs, 1995). For this reason, this research will limit the data analysis to those strategies
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that have a small operational impact. The strategies that will be analyzed all have an

operational impact score greater than ninety-eight (100 is no impact). If additional

strategies with lower operational impact scores were to be considered, the analysis for

those strategies would proceed in the same manner as the analysis in this chapter.

If all of the decision attributes were weight against one another, the process of

determining key uncertainties would be simplified. Because this model treats the four

attributes individually, the sensitivity analysis is more complex. Table 2 contains the

values for each of the attributes for the four strategies.

Table 2 Attributes for Strategies with Operational Impact > 98

Environmental Operational Cost
Compliance Impact (NPV in) Time

Strategy (1.00 best) (100 best) ($Millions) (years)

JPS, No Change, Cont Tech 1 0.436 98.5 0.631 3

JPS, No Change, Cont Tech 2 0.607 98.5 0.580 5

JPS, New Engine, Cont Tech 1 0.506 98.5 204 6

JPS, New Engine, Cont Tech 2 0.638 98.5 204 6

Because the Operational Impact Score is used strictly to determine whether a particular

strategy will or will not appear on a strategy graph, the score will not be analyzed for

uncertainty. If the decision maker desires additional options, another graph can be created

using a lower Operational Impact Score.

The first attribute analyzed is environmental compliance. This attribute is measured in

terms of a weighted average percent reduction in overall emissions. Because the value of

the Utility node does not determine the preferred decision alone, each strategy with an
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operational impact score greater than ninety-eight must be analyzed using a tornado

diagram to see if it's Utility exceeds the strategy above it in Figure 14 or drops below the

strategy below it. For a brief explanation of tornado diagrams refer to Appendix A.

Figure 17 contains the tornado diagram for the strategy JP8, New Engine, Control

Technology 2. A tornado diagram, or value sensitivity analysis, "calculates the changes in

output value.., as one particular value in the model changes" (ADA, 1995:474). The

tornado diagram is ordered from top to bottom with the model value that has the greatest

range of output values on top and the model value with the least on the bottom. The

numbers under each end of the sensitivity bar indicate the model value / the output value.

For example, the top sensitivity bar in Figure 17 represents the fact that if Control

Technology 2 (pulsed plasma) is selected, the value of CO CT Impact can range from 0.4

to 0.65. This has the effect of varying the environmental compliance Utility from 0.661 to

0.679 for the decision strategy JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 2. Table 2 shows

that this strategy has the highest environmental compliance Utility. If the range had

caused the output value, environmental compliance Utility, to drop below 0.607 (the

Utility for JP8, No Change, Control Technology 2) then the value would need to be

modeled probabilistically. In this case, it does not and the point estimate for the effect of

Control Technology 2 on CO CT Impact can be used in the final analysis. However, if

another tornado diagram for a different alternative strategy requires that a value be

modeled probabilistically, then the value must be modeled using probability. A point
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estimate will only be used if all sensitivity analyses show that the value can be modeled as

a point estimate.

Because no value in Figure 17 drops below 0.607, no nodes have the ability to change the

order of the alternative strategies based on environmental compliance Utility. This

diagram does not require any nodes to be modeled as uncertainties. This and all other

tornado diagrams in this chapter are generated using a control node model that allows the

analyst to specify each decision and thereby analyze each strategy separately. The DPLTM

language program that allows this control over the decisions is found in Appendix D.

The tornado diagram for strategy JP8, No Change, Control Technology 1 is contained in

Figure 18. This diagram shows that the node CO CT Impact should be modeled using

uncertainty because it can drive the Utility node of this strategy above 0.638 which is the

Utility of the strategy JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 2.

Figures 19 and 20 do not show any nodes that need to be modeled using uncertainty. The

tornado diagram for strategy JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 1 is shown in Figure

19. No nodes cause Utility to exceed the Utility of the strategy above or to fall below the

Utility of the strategy below JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 1. Figure 20 shows a

similar situation for JP8, No Change, Control Technology 1.
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Figure 20 EC Tornado Diagram for JIP8, No Change, CT 1
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The tornado diagrams shown in Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20 indicate that the only node in

the environmental compliance module that needs to be modeled using uncertainty is the

CO CT Impact node. The modeling of this node will be discussed later.

The next module analyzed is the cost module. The first strategy examined is JP8, No

Change, Control Technology 2. The tornado diagram (Figure 21) shows that R&D CT

Cost should be modeled using uncertainty because it can cause the cost to exceed $0.69

Million which is the cost for strategy JP8, No Change, Control Technology 1.

Figure 22, the tornado diagram for strategy JP8, No Change, Control Technology 1 shows

that O&M CT Cost (Baseline) should also be modeled using uncertainty because it can

cause Cost to dip below $0.61 Million. Figure 23 and 24 both show that Acq EM Cost

and R&D EM Cost should be modeled using uncertainty because JP8, New Engine,

Control Technology 2 and JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 1 are both $204

Million. The smallest change in price will change the preference.
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In addition to the environmental compliance and cost modules, the time nodes were also

analyzed for their sensitivity to the range of values. Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 contain the

tornado diagrams for these nodes. No time nodes need to be modeled using uncertainty

because none of the nodes could cause a change in the time sequence of the four

alternative strategies.
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Figure 26 Time Tornado Diagram for JP8, No Change, CT2
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Figure 29 shows that the first four alternatives almost dominate the second four

alternatives in all cases where Test Performance does not receive 100% of the weight. In

fact, the first two alternatives do dominate all the others. For this reason, even in the case

of a very large TP Weight, the first two alternatives remain in the top four. Changing the

weights will change the Operational Impact Score for the various alternatives.

However, the Operational Impact Score is only used to determine if an alternative
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appears on the graph or not. If the decision maker wants at least four alternatives, the

same four would appear. They would just have a lower Operational Impact Score.

Dominance Chart for Operational Impact Score
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Figure 29 Dominance Chart for Operational Impact Score

Because membership in the list of top four alternatives, based on Operational Impact

Score, is not significantly dynamic with changing weights. The weights will be held

constant at:

EP Weight = OOC Weight = TP Weight = 1/3.

Unfortunately, the weights in the environmental compliance module are not as

straight-forward. Figure 30 shows that near-dominance relationship seen in the

Operational Compliance Score weights is not present. To help the decision maker

better understand the significance of the weights: Wl, W2, W3, W4 and W5, additional

sensitivity analysis is needed.
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Figure 30 Pollutant Percent Reduction By Pollutant

This sensitivity analysis is accomplished using rainbow diagrams. These rainbow

diagrams (Figure 31) are created by varying one weight at a time from zero to one. The

other weights are equally set to:

(i-Weight Varied)
4

These rainbow diagrams show that unless the value S02 or PM represents more than

60% of the decision maker's concern, then the strategy with the greatest weighted average

percent reduction remains: JP8, New Engine, Control Technology 2. This is significant

because it shows that the decision is not very sensitive to the weight scheme. Especially in

light of the fact that the initial weight values were:

W1=2/7. W2=2/7, W3=1/7, W4=1/7 and W5=1/7.

Where W1, W2, W3, W4 and W5 are the weights associated with NOX, CO, UIHC,

S02, and PM respectively.
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The fact that NOX and CO are weighted twice as heavily as UIHC, S02 and PM means

the reduction of either NOx or CO is twice as important to the decision maker as reducing

any one of the other pollutants.
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Figure 31 Rainbow Diagrams for Environmental Compliance Weights
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Step M3. Model the Key Uncertainties. Now that the key uncertainties have been

identified, the analyst must model these values by converting the value nodes to chance

nodes in the influence diagram and decision trees. Fortunately, DPL will take care of the

decision tree if the influence diagram is changed. The nodes uncovered by the sensitivity

analysis that need to be modeled using chance nodes are:

" CO CT Impact * R&D CT Cost

" R&D EM Cost • Acq EM Cost

• O&M CT Cost (Baseline)

These nodes are in the environmental compliance and cost modules. The updated versions

of these modules are contained in Figures 32 and 33 respectively. The elliptical nodes are

the chance nodes. Now that the model contains chance nodes, the decision tree has

changed. The new decision tree, with the chance nodes included, is found in Figure 34.

T e rodifications co

ct Impact impact I ImaparcactMa

Figure 32 Environmental Compliance Module With Chance Nodes
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Figure 33 Cost Module with Chance Nodes
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Figure 34 Decision Tree with Chance Nodes

Step M4. Model the Decision Maker's Preference Structure. At this point the

decision maker must be consulted about his or her preference structure. The rainbow

diagrams from Step M2 should help the analyst explain to the decision maker the

sensitivity of the weights.
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Because the sensitivity analysis did not show any significant reaction to changes in the

weighting schemes, the original weighting schemes that were described earlier will be

preserved for the final analysis.

Data Analysis

Step D3. Collect Final Alternative Data. After the needed chance nodes and the

decision makers preferences are identified, the final data must be collected. This data

gathering should focus on the uncertainties. The data for these notional alternatives is

found in Appendix B. The point estimates were used in the preliminary sensitivity

analysis. The entire ranges of values will now be used for the chance nodes

These uncertain values must be modeled using probability distributions. The probability

distribution used in this research is the triangular distribution. Figure 35 shows a generic

triangular distribution. The advantage of this distribution is that it is defined by three

values: the minimum possible value, the maximum possible value, and the most likely, or

mode, value. This simple distribution allows expert opinion to be easily included in the

model. The expert needs to answer three simple questions to develop this distribution.

- What is the minimum value?

- What is the maximum value?, and

* What is the most likely value?
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Triangular Probability Distribution
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Figure 3 5 Generic Triangular Probability Distribution

Step 5. Perform Sensitivity Analysis. With the final data collected, sensitivity analysis

is again performed. For this sensitivity analysis, probability cumulative distribution

functions (CDF) are used to determine if deterministic or stochastic dominance is present.

Deterministic dominance means that the value of strategy A will always be greater than the

value of strategy B. Stochastic dominance means that the probability that the value of

strategy A is greater than the value of strategy B is greater than the probability that the

value of strategy B is greater than the value of strategy A.

An example of deterministic dominance is found in Figure 36. The value of strategy JP8,

New Engine, Control Technology 1 will always be greater than the value of strategy JP8,

No Change, Control Technology 1.
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Dominance Graph for Utility
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Figure 36 Dominance Graph for Environmental Compliance Utility

An example of stochastic dominance is found in Figure 37. The CDF for strategy JP8, No

Change, Control Technology 1 is always to the left of the CDF for strategy JP8, No

Change, Control Technology 2. This means that the first strategy stochastically dominates

the second. If dominance exists throughout the alternative strategies, then the uncertainty

within the model will not affect the preference order of the decisions.

Figure 36 contains the CDF for Utility. None of the CDFs for the four alternative

strategies cross. This means that there is stochastic dominance throughout. Figure 37

shows a pair of CDF graphs for Cost. These functions do not intersect. Therefore, Cost

has stochastic dominance among all the alternatives also. Since none of the uncertainties

in the model has the ability to change the preference order of the alternative, the decisions

can be made based on the point estimates for each value in the model.
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CDF for Cost
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Figure 37 Dominance Graph for Cost

Step 6. Present Preliminary Results. Now that all the analysis is done, the analyst

should present his preliminary results to the decision maker. This ensures that all

important issues are analyzed. Also, if the decision maker needs additional information

before making a decision, this can also be identified.
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Problem Check

Step 7. Have the Objectives Been Met. Mr. Larry Isaacs and Ms. Mary Ruth Senn

from the Headquarters Air Combat Command Environmental Compliance Office were

briefed on the final model and preliminary results on Thursday 9 November 1995.

Step 8. Present Final Results. The final results of this research are presented in Chapter

Five.
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V. Conclusions

Overview.

This research used decision analysis to provide insight into the question: How can Air

Combat Command efficiently test its jet engines, comply with the environmental

requirements of the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990, and maintain operational

effectiveness? To answer this general question, the research goals of this study were to:

1. Perform a review of modern jet engines and the emissions that result from jet engine

testing. This review focused on the underlying causes of emissions and potential methods

to reduce these emissions.

2. Construct a decision model to compare the various existing and potential strategies

for meeting Clean Air Act regulatory requirements during jet engine testing in ACC.

This model focused on four major objectives:

" Minimize negative operational impact,

* Maximize the environmental benefits,

* Minimize the cost of the strategy, and

" Identify the time it will take to field the strategy.

3. Use this model to compare the costs and benefits of various notional methods for

meeting regulatory requirements by reducing emissions during the testing of Air Combat

Command's jet engines. These notional methods were based on the technologies
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uncovered while accomplishing the first goal. The potential of these strategies to reduce

emissions from the F1 10 engine was identified. Block 50 and Block 52 F-16 fighter

aircraft use the F 110 engine.

Summary of Findings.

State-of-the-Art-Review. Air pollution is a major concern in the United States. Since

the creation of the United States, laws regulating the emissions of pollutants have become

ever more strict. The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) are the latest

additions to the growing body of laws, rules and regulations. The regulations resulting

from the CAAA have requirements to significantly reduce the amount of air toxics

released into the ambient air. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) now

categorizes jet engine testing as a major air pollution source. Consequently, the CAAA

and their regulations have the potential to affect the Air Force's jet engine testing program

severely. At some installations in Air Combat Command, the CAAA have already affected

the installation's ability to permit new testing facilities.

Many potential solutions exist or are under development that could help the Air Force

reduce emissions during jet engine testing. These solutions include new fuels, improved

jet engine technology, and jet engine test cell emissions control technology. The specifics

of each of these technologies are discussed in the literature review in Chapter Two. Each

of these solutions is viewed as having four common attributes:

" An operational impact

" An environmental benefit
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" A cost, and

• A lead-time until it can be implemented.

Model Development. This research provides a decision support model to aid Air Combat

Command and Air Force decision makers in determining which of these technologies to

pursue. This approach is in line with Air Force Doctrine Document 42 that states that

Civil Engineers "should provide decision makers with balanced, objective analysis of the

true impacts and costs of alternatives for Air Force operations in meeting environmental

goals" (DAF, 1994:2.7). The decision support model was created using DPLTM and the

decision analysis techniques described in Making Hard Decisions: An Introduction to

Decision Analysis by Robert T. Clemen and those techniques taught by the faculty of the

Operational Sciences Department of the School of Engineering at the Air Force Institute

of Technology.

The decision support model was created by looking at the entire jet engine testing process

using the pollution prevention paradigm. The process was divided into three parts:

" pre-combustion inputs (fuel and the ambient air),

• the engine itself, and

• the post-combustion exhaust.

Each of these phases was viewed as an opportunity to reduce emissions. Modeling these

three phases as decisions to make, and modeling how the attributes listed above would be

affected by these decisions resulted in the macroscopic influence diagram contained in

Figure 38. In Chapter Three, the four attribute value nodes are modeled using influence
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diagrams. Chapter Four describes how uncertainty and preference structure are

incorporated into the model.

Fuel Engine Control
Type Modifications Technology

Operational /-

Impact Environmental Cost Time
~Compliance

Figure 38 Macroscopic Influence Diagram

The decision support model developed in this research compares the impacts and benefits

of the various technologies available now or in the future to reduce emissions during jet

engine testing. Rather than providing the decision maker a single utility for each

alternative decision strategy, this model allows the decision maker to see the operational

impact, environmental benefit, cost, and time to field on a single graph. By displaying all

four attributes, the model's output allows helps the decision maker make a more informed

decision than would be possible without the model.

Data Analysis and Conclusions. While the data in this thesis is notional, it is based upon

several real technology options uncovered during the literature review. Appendix B

contains a summary of the data used in this research. Figure 39 shows a strategy

generation table with the alternative technologies compared in this research.
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Strategy Generation Table

Pre-Process Within Process Post-Process

Strategy Fuels Engine Control Technology

Baseline JP-8 No Change NoChange
Strategy

Short Term Additive Modify Control
Strategy= , Engine Technology 1

OR

Lng Termn Control
Strategyc> e Technology 2

Figure 39 Strategy Generation Table

An examination of this highly uncertain data shows two interesting facts. First, the cost of

developing and fielding a new fighter engine is three orders of magnitude greater than the

cost of developing and fielding a jet engine test cell control technology. For this reason,

the use of new environmentally friendly fighter engines to reduce emissions during jet

engine testing is not a cost-effective option. However, the Integrated High Performance

Turbine Engine Technology (IHPTET) demonstration program will, most likely, produce

engines that have lower emissions. This fact should be kept in mind because the new

engines may eventually lower emissions enough that the control technologies are not

generally needed.

These future lower emissions may affect the required life expectancy of the control

technologies. Additionally, environmentally fighter engines will reduce pollution

whenever they are in operation not just when the engines are being tested. Also, because
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some technologies, such as selective catalytic reduction, greatly increase in cost per ton

NOx removed when the parts per million NOx in the exhaust stream is reduced, the

projected reduction in future emissions may affect the choice of control technology today.

This research shows that the best short term approach to jet engine test cell emissions

reduction is to use a control technology. However, if new engine designs do result in

lower operational emissions, control technologies may not be needed in the future.

Second, fuel does not appear to have much ability to reduce emissions during jet engine

testing but could reduce emissions overall. This is because a fuel that reduced emissions

by a small amount whenever the engine is in operation would have a greater effect on the

ambient air than a great reduction in the test cell. The change in emissions caused by

converting to JP-8+100 fuel may provide some insight into the potential of fuel changes to

affect emissions. However, JP-8+100 emission testing has not occurred and the emissions

factors for the F 110 engine using JP-8 fuel were not available.

Future Research.

This research project has uncovered several topics that should be investigated further:

• This research used notional data based on actual technologies under

development. The model should be used to analyze actual data for alternatives for each

decision in the model. The data needed to do this was not available to the researcher.
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- Considering technology risk could improve this model. Currently, the model

assumes that all technologies can be developed. This means that if enough time and

money are expended developing a technology, the technology will be successfully

developed. A risk factor could be incorporated into the model that represents the

probability that a technology cannot be developed.

- The current jet engine test cells use a tremendous amount of bypass air to cool

the jet engine during testing. Could the jet engine test cell be designed differently so that

the bypass air used to cool the engine is not mixed with the engine exhaust so that the

volume of air treated by a control technology would be smaller? It is this large volume of

air and strict back pressure requirements that make jet engine test cell control technology

a challenging design problem.

* The jet engine test cell emits only a small amount of pollution compared to air

field operations. This model could be used to compare the potential to reduce pollution in

the test cell with the overall reduction possible if a new fuel or engine modification was

used. If an emission reducing fuel is used in both the test cell and in air operations, the

reductions of overall pollution may be substantial compared with an 80+ percent reduction

of emissions from the test cell.
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Appendix A: Decision Analysis Overview

Introduction

This appendix provides the reader a short description of decision analysis and decision

analysis terms as they are used in this research. First, it explains the purpose of decision

analysis. Next, it describes the structure of decision problems. Then, it explains the

methods for quantifying key uncertainties. Finally, it discusses the modeling of the

decision maker's preference structure.

The Purpose of Decision Analysis

"The purpose of decision analysis is to help a decision maker think systematically about

complex problems and to improve the quality of the resulting decisions" (Clemen,

1990:9). To this end,

Decision analysis provides an effective method for organizing a complex
problem into a structure that can then be analyzed. In particular, elements
of a decision's structure include the possible outcomes of action, the
possible outcomes that could result, the likelihood of those outcomes, and
the costs and benefits to be derived from the different outcomes (Clemen,
1990:2).

Decision analysis assists the decision maker by clarifying the important issues and reducing

a complex problem to its simpler component parts. Ronald A. Howard, a decision analysis

pioneer, further describes decision analysis as

a systematic procedure for transforming opaque decision problems into
transparent decision problems by a sequence of transparent steps. Opaque
means 'hard to understand, solve or explain; not simple, clear, or lucid.'
Transparent means 'readily understood, clear, obvious.' In other words,
decision analysis offers the possibility to a decision maker of replacing
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confusion by clear insight into a desired course of action (Howard,
1988:680).

As it is used in this research, decision analysis "is not descriptive, because most people do

not attempt to think systematically about hard choices under uncertainty. It is also not

normative since it is not an idealized theory designed for the superrational being with an

all powerful intellect" (Kenney and Raiffa, 1993: xv). Instead, it is a prescriptive

approach designed for the normally intelligent person who wants to think hard and

systematically about an important real problem (Kenney and Raiffa, 1993: xv).

Some additional discussion of these three purposes may be needed. Descriptive analysis

studies the decisions people make and how they decide. Normative analysis attempts to

produce logically consistent decision procedures and recommends alternatives based on

how people should decide. Prescriptive analysis tries to help people make good decisions

and to train people to make better decisions. The lines between these three studies are not

sharply defined and there is much overlap (Bell, Raiffa, and Tversky, 1988:2-3).

The prescriptive nature of decision analysis is important. However, the goal of decision

analysis is to provide guidance, not solutions. Instead of providing solutions, decision

analysis provide structure and guidance which act as an information source that provides

insight about the situation, uncertainty, objectives, tradeoffs, and possibly results for a

recommended course of action.
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The Process

The first step in the decision analysis process is identifying the elements of the problem.

These elements can be classified into one of three categories: decisions to make, uncertain

events, and the value of the specific outcomes (Clemen, 1990:17).

Decisions to Make. Identifying the immediate decisions to make is the critical first step in

understanding a difficult decision situation. A decision is an irrevocable allocation of

resources. That is, once a decision is made, resources are allocated and unrecoverable. A

decision model cannot be developed without knowing exactly what the decision or

decisions to make are. Thinking about possible alternatives is important, when identifying

the central decisions. Some decisions will have specific alternatives, while others may

involve choosing a specific value out of a range of possible values (Clemen, 1992:18). For

example, a CEO of soda company can decide to market or not to market a new soft drink.

The same CEO can also decide to price the new drink with a wholesale cost between 10

cents and 30 cents per can. Beyond alternatives that dictate a course of action, a decision

maker should also consider the alternatives of doing nothing, of waiting for further

information, or of hedging bets (Clemen, 1990:18).

One good way to display all the required decisions and the alternatives for each is a

strategy-generation table. The strategy-generation table allows the analyst and the

decision maker to focus on the complete decision problem rather than the individual

decisions. By using a strategy-generation table the decision maker can focus on a small

number of feasible alternative strategies rather than the large number of alternative
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strategies available through mathematical permutations (Howard, 1988:684-685). In

addition to displaying alternatives already developed, a strategy-generation table is an

important method for creating additional alternatives. In 1988, Howard stated that the

strategy-generation table was "the most important idea in creating alternatives" (Howard,

1988:684).

Figure 40 shows an example of a strategy-generation table. In this example, an Air Force

commander must develop a plan to ensure air superiority. The decisions to make are:

what type of aircraft to use, the number of aircraft to use, and which target to attack. The

table lists alternatives for each of these decisions. Additionally, it names a decision

strategy and notes the possibility of others. The graphical representation of the decisions

and alternatives found in the strategy-generation table helps to make the alternatives clear.

Air Superiority Mission Profile

Strategy Type of Number of Target to
Theme Aircraft Aircraft Attack

Hardened
Dogfight B-IB 15 Aircraft

Shelter

Aircraft F-15E 10 Airfield

Disal 5 Aircraft in
Destroy on FAircthetAir

the Ground the Air

Figure 40 Sample Strategy-Generation Table

Uncertain Events. Uncertain events typically complicate decision problems. Many

important decisions must be made without knowing exactly what the future holds or
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exactly what the ultimate outcome will be. A classic decision made under uncertainty is a

stock purchase. An investor wishes to purchase some stock and must decide which stock

is best. The investor has several uncertainties to consider. Some stocks will increase in

value and some will decrease. Additionally, complex market forces may drive the entire

market up or down. The best an investor can do is consider the chances associated with

each stock's price and the applicable market forces and then decide accordingly. The

point of the example is that the outcome of the uncertain events comes from a range of

possible values (Clemen, 1990:19).

Only after the decision maker has made all the required decisions and waited for the

uncertain events to be resolved, can he or she see the value of the final outcome.

It may be a matter of profit or loss... In some cases the final value may be
a 'net value' figure that accounts for both cash outflows and inflows during
the time sequence of decisions. This might happen in the case of the
manufacturer deciding about a new product; certain loss might be incurred
... before any revenue is obtained (Clemen, 1990:20-21).

Value of Outcomes. In many decision problems, reducing the final outcome to a single

factor like dollars is possible. In general, however, the outcome of a decision problem will

be multidimensional. That is, the outcome will have multiple attributes that cannot be

reduced to a single measure. "Consider the outcome of a general's decision to storm a

hill. The outcome might be good because the army succeeds in taking the hill, but it might

be bad at the same time because of the lives lost" (Clemen, 1990:2 1).
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Examples of objectives are minimize total cost, maximize customers served, and maximize

profits. It is quite likely that the objectives of a decision problem will conflict. This

conflict results in one objective being accomplished only at the expense of another

(Keeney and Raiffa, 1993:33). Objectives are broken down into broad overall concerns

and detailed sub-objectives. For example, the mayor of a large city may be concerned

with the health of the city's citizens. After studying this broad area of concern, the mayor

determines that reducing air pollution will help improve the health of the city's citizens.

Reducing air pollution is now an objective of the mayor. Further study shows that

reducing sulfur dioxide emissions and nitrogen oxides emissions will further the objective

of reducing air pollution. Reducing each one of these emissions now becomes a sub-

objective (Keeney and Raiffa, 1993:32).

Each lower level objective must be measured in terms of an attribute. An attribute is a

definable quantity such as pounds, dollars or days. The objective of reducing sulfur

dioxide emissions can be measured in terms of the attribute, pounds of sulfur dioxide

reduced.

Structuring the Problem

Decision analysis offers two approaches for structuring problems: influence diagrams and

decision trees (Clemen, 1990:34).

Influence Diagrams. An influence diagram captures the decision maker's state of

information as a simple graphical representation of a decision problem. The elements of
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the decision problem -- decisions to make, uncertain events, and the values of outcomes --

appear in the influence diagram as different shapes (Parnell, 1995:3-1). These shapes,

shown in Figure 41, are known as decision nodes, chance nodes and value nodes

respectively. The nodes are linked by arrows known as arcs.

Decision Node

0Chance Node

EValue Node

-Influence Arc

Figure 41 Influence Diagram Elements

The arcs connect the nodes in specific ways that show the relationships between the

nodes. There are two types of arcs: relevance arcs and knowledge arcs. A relevance arc

points into either a chance or a value node. This type of arc shows that the outcome of

the event at the tail of the arc is relevant to the outcome of the event at the head of the

arc. Similarly, an information arc points into a decision node. An information arc shows

that the outcome of the event node at the tail of the arc is known before the decision at the

head of the arc is made. Figure 42 shows this relationship.
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The outcome of Event A is The decision maker knows the
relevant for assessing the outcome of Event E when making
chances associated with Decision F.
Event B

C D G H

Decision C is relevant for assessing Decision G is made before
the chances associated with Event D. Decision H.

Figure 42 The Meaning of Influence Arcs (Adapted from Clemen, 1992:36)

Figure 43 shows an example of an influence diagram for the most basic of decision

problems. This problem has one decision and one uncertain event that together affects the

outcome represented by the node VALUE. Before the outcome, VALUE, is known,

both the decision to be made and the uncertain event must be resolved.

Uncertain
Event

Figure 43 Generic Influence Diagram

Decision Trees. The second approach for structuring decisions is the decision tree.

Decision trees are needed because while influence diagrams do an excellent job of showing

the structure of a decision problem, they hide many of the problem's details. Similar to
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influence diagrams, in influence diagrams squares represent decisions to be made, and

circles represent chance events.

The branches emanating from a square correspond to the choices available
to the decision maker, and the branches from a circle represent the possible
outcomes of a chance event. The third decision element, the value of the
outcomes is specified at the end each branch (Clemen, 1990:49).

Several items should be kept in mind when interpreting decision trees:

• The options represented by branches from a decision node must be such that the
decision maker can choose only one option.
- Each chance node must have branches that correspond to a set of mutually
exclusive and collectively exhaustive outcomes. Mutually exclusive means only
one of the outcomes can happen. Collectively exhaustive means no other
possibilities exist and one of the outcomes must occur.
* A decision tree represents all possible paths that the decision maker might follow
through time.
• Thinking of the nodes as occurring in a time sequence is sometimes useful.
Beginning on the left side of the tree, a decision typically happens first, and then is
followed by other decisions or chance events in chronological order (Clemen,
1990:50).

Figure 44 shows the nodes and branches of a generic decision tree.

Uncertain
Event

Decision Success

Invest Value<
Failure

Value Success
Don't Invest ( alValue

Value

Figure 44 Generic Decision Tree
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Because a complex decision problem has many nodes, the decision tree that represents the

problem can quickly become excessively large and cluttered. To simplify this, a shorthand

diagram for decision trees has been developed. Figure 45 contains a compact version of

the tree shown in Figure 44. The fact that the uncertain event is placed after the decision

node but is not attached to any of the decision's branches shows that the uncertain event

occurs after the decision without regard to the outcome of the decision. This shorthand

diagram keeps the important relationships of the decision problem clear and uncluttered.

Uncertain
Decision Event

Invest Success

Value
Don't Invest Failure

Value

Figure 45 Shorthand Generic Decision Tree

Modeling Probability and Uncertainty.

After capturing the structure of the decision problem using an influence diagram and

decision tree, the next step in the process in capturing the key uncertainties in the model.

A central principal of decision analysis is that appropriate probabilities can represent each

type of uncertainty. (Clemen, 1990:169)

Many uncertain events are quantitative... The set of probabilities
associated with all possible outcomes of an uncertain quantity is called its
probability distribution.... Of course, the probabilities in a probability
distribution must add to 1 because the events -- numerical outcomes -- are
mutually exclusive. Uncertain quantities (sometimes called random
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variables) and their probability distributions play a central role in decision
analysis. (Clemen, 1992:176)

Not all uncertainties are fully characterized during sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis

uses tornado diagrams and rainbow diagrams to identify those variables that can range in

values enough to change the recommended decision. A tornado diagram is an "ordered

sensitivity analysis" (Howard, 1988:691). The values analyzed using a tornado diagram

are ordered from top to bottom by their ability to affect the preferred decision. Figure 46

contains a sample tornado distribution.

The values in the tornado diagram below is ordered in terms of the ability of the values to

affect the value of the decision. However, it is those nodes that have a change in color

that are key uncertainties. This is because the change in color indicates the ability of the

value to change the preferred decision. In the case of this generic diagram, Event lb and

Event 1 should be quantified as a probability distribution in the decision model.

29

Event_2a

1/23 3/47

Evenj b

0/29 25/53

Eventl

Event 5a 5/23 
35/44

0/20 4/36

Event_2

25/29

Event_2b

1 /29

20 22.5 25 27.5 30 32.5 35 37.5 40 42.5 45 47.5 50 52.5

Figure 46 Generic Tornado Diagram
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Only the uncertainties, considered key to the analysis, are fully characterized by probability

distributions. The other uncertain events are characterized using expected values because

the exact distribution is unneeded because these events cannot change the recommended

decision.

Incorporating Decision Maker Preference and Utility Into the Model.

The final step in creating a decision model is identifying and modeling the preference

structure of the decision maker. Because most complex decision problems involve

multiple objectives that conflict, the decision maker is faced with the problem of achieving

one objective to the detriment of the others. This phenomenon is known as value tradeoff.

(Kenney and Raiffa, 1993: 66) By modeling the preference structure of the decision

maker, the analyst can weigh the values of the objectives against on another and come up

with the alternative strategy that has the highest overall utility.

Utility is the overall usefulness score given to each alternative using the decision maker's

preference structure. Typically, the most useful alternative has a normalized utility of one.

The worst alternative has a normalized utility of zero. In this way, the model can rank

order the alternative strategies from best to worst based on the decision maker's

preferences.
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Appendix B: Summary of Data
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Appendix C: DPL Language Program for Deterministic Analysis

value EP_Weight-0.33;
value OOC_Weighto.33;
value TPWeight=1I -EPWeight-OOC_Weight;
value InterestRate=0.079;
value TimeHorizon=30;
value W I =2/7;
value W2=2/7;
value W3117;
value W4= 1 /7;
value W5= 117;
decision FuelType. f{JP-8,Additive};
decision Engine__Modifications. {NoChange,ModdfyEngmne,New-Engine},;
decision ControlTechnology. {No Change,SorbentBedPulsedPlasma};
value EPFuel ImpactjFuel Type=

100, fl/Fuel_TypeJP-8
99; fl Fuel_Type.Additive

value EPE4_lmpactlEngine-Modifications=
100, H/Engine__Modifications.NoChange
98, I/Engine _Modifications.Modify Engine
100; II Engine _Modifications.NewEngine

value COCFuel ImpactIFuel Type=
100, HI Fuel_Type.JP-8
99; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value GOC3_EImpactlEngine-Modifications=
100, IIEngineModifications.NoChange
98, IIEngineModifications.Modi1f Engine
100; HI EngineModifications.NewEngine

value BackPressurelControl_Technology=
0, HI Control_-Technology.NoChange
0.66, I/Control_-Technology. Sorbent -Bed
0.5; HI ControlTechnology.Pulsed Plasma

value GTEFuel ImpactIFuel Type=
100, II FuelType.JP-8
100; fl FuelType.Additive

value GTE_CT ImpactIControlTechnology-
100, HI Control_-Technology.NoChange
99, I/Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
98; II ControlTechnology.Pulsed Plasma

value NOxFuel Imp actIFuelType=
0.00, II FuelType.JP-8
0.05; HI FuelType.Additive

value NOx_EK~hmpactlEngine _Modifications=
0.00, I/Engine_Modificatious.No_-Change
0.35, I/EngineModifications.Modify Engine
0.40; I/Engine _Modifications.NewEngine

value NOx_-CT rnpactiControl_Technology=
0.00, // Control_-Technology.NoChange
0.55, I/Control_-Technology. Sorbent-Bed
0.85; II ControlTechnology.Pulsed Plasma

value CO_-FuelInp actjFuelType=
0.00, HI FuelType.JP-8
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0.05; II Fuel_Type.Additive
value CO_EM~hmpactlEngine-Modifications=

0.00, HI EngineModifications.NoChange
0.03, HI Engine _Modifications.Modify E ngine
0.05; H/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value CO_CT ImpactlControlTechnology=
0.00, HI Control_-Technology.No_Change
0.30, HI Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
0.50; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value S02_Fuel Imp actIFuelType=
0.00, #/Fuel_-Type.JP_8
0.00; II Fuel_Type.Additive

value S02_EFKmpactlEngine Modiications=
0.00, IEngine_Modifications.NoChange
0.00, /EngineModifications.Modif' Engine
0.00; /EngineModifications.NewEngine

value 502_CTlmpactControl_Technology"'
0.00, HI Control_-Technology.No_Change
0.55, I/Control_-Technology. Sorbent_-Bed
0.45; HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value PMFuel lInpactIFuel Type=
0.00, I/Fuel_Type.JP-8
0.05; I/Fuel_Type.Additive

value PM_EKlmpactlEngineModifications=
0.00, II EngineModifications.NoChange
0.03, II EngineModifications.Modi1f Engine
0.05; II Engine_Modilications.NewEngine

value PMCTlmrpactControl_Technology"'
0.00, II Control_-Technology.NoChange
0.55, //Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
0.45; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value RD_-Fuel -CostIFuel Type"'
0, IIFuel_Type.JP 8
225000; II Fuel_Type.Additive

value RD_-EM -CostlEngineModifications=
0, I EngineModifications.NoChange
4000000, //EngineModifications.Modify' ngine
4000000; IIEngine_Modifications.NewEngine

value RD_-CTCostiControlTechnology"'
0,I ControlTechnology.No_Change
150000, I/ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
400000; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value AcqFuel -CostIFuelType=
0, HIFuel_Type.JP-8
12000; I/Fuel_Type.Additive

value AccLEMCostlEngine-Modifications=
0, I/EngineModifications.NoChange
94500000, I/EngineModifications.Modify_ Engine
291600000; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value AccLCTCostIControlTechnology"'
0, II Control_-Technology.No_Change
150000, HI Control_-Technology. Sorbent_-Bed
200000; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value FacFuelCostIFuelType=
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0, II Fuel_Type.JP-8
0; H Fuel_Type.Additive

value FacCTCostIControl_Technology=
0, HI ControlTechnology.NoChange
70000, HI ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
40000; HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value 0_MFuel CostIFuelType=
0, HI Fuel_-Type.JP_8
935000; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value 0_MEM-CostlEngineModifications=
0, //Engine_Modifications.NoChange
0, fl Engine _Modifications.Modiy_ Engine
0; II EngineModifications.NewEngine

value 0_MCTCost__BPaseline IControlTecbnology=
0, HI ControlTechnology.No_Change
35300, H/ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
8832; HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value Imp FuelTimelFuelType=
0, fl/Fuel_Type.JP -8
4; HIFuel_Type.Additive

value Imp_ EMTime Engine Modifications=
0, // EngineModifications.NoChange
6, HI EngineModifications.Modify Engine
3 ; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value ImnpCT -TimelControlTechnology--
0, II ControlTechnology.No_Change
2, HI ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
2; HI ControlTechnologyPulsedPlasma

value RD_-Fuel -TimelFuelType=
0, I Fuel_TypeJP-8
3; //Fuel_Type.Additive

value RD_-EM -TimelEngine-Modifications=
0, I EngineModifications.NoChange
3, I EngineModifications.Modilf Engine
3; I EngineModifications.NewEngine

value RDCT -TimelControl_Technology=
0, // ControlTechnology.No_Change
1I I/HControlTechnology. SorbentBed
3. H ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value Backpressure_-Threshold=@if(BackPressure>l ,0, 1);
value UHCFuel ImpactIFue]_Type'=

0.00, I/Fuel_Type.JP8g
0.05; II Fuel_Type.Additive

value UHC3_EImpactlEngineModifications=
0.00, #I EngineModifications.NoChange
0.03, //EngineModifications.Modifyr ngine
0.05; II EngineModifications.NewEngine

value UT+C_CTlirnpactlControlTechnology=
0.00, II Control_-Technology.No_-Change
0.25, HI Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
0.65; HI Control_-Technology.PulsedPlasma

value UIIC4JHC_-FuelJmpact+UTHC EMlimpact*( 1 -UIICFuel impact)+
UHC-CT-Impact*(l -(UHC Fuel hnpact+UHICEM Imp act*(l -UTHCFuel Impact)));
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value AnnualRDFuel Cost--@if(R_D_Fuel_Time=
0,R_-D_-Fuel_-Cost,RDFuelCost/RDFuel-Time);

value AnnualRDEMCost=@if(R__EMTime=O,RDEMCostRDEMCostRDEMTime);
value AnnualRDCT_Cost=@if(R_CTTimeORDCT_Cost RD_CTCostIRDCT_Time);
value Annual AcqFuel Cost=@if(Imp Fuel Time=O,AcLFuel_CostAccLFuelCost/Imnp Fuel_Time);
value Annual AcqEMCost=@if(Imp__EM Time==0,AcqEM_Cost,AcqEM Cost/Imp E M Time);
value Annual AcqiCT Cost--@if(ImpCT Timne==0,AcLCTCost,AcLCT_Cost/ImpCTTimte);
value Annual_-Fac_-Fuel_-Cost=@if(Imp Fuel Timne==0,Fac_FuelCost,FacFuelCost/hnp Fuel Time);
value Annual_-Fac_-CT_-Cost--@if(ImpCTTimne=O,Fac_CT_CostFac_-CTCost/ImpCTTime);
value Annual_-0_-M_-CT_-CostOMCTCost__Baseline *(l -NOxFuel Impact)*(1 -NOx _EM_Impact);
value Annual_-0_-M_-Fuel_-Cost-OMFuelCost;
value Annual_0_MEMCost-OMEMCost;
value Time=@max(R.D_FuelTimne+hp Fuel Time,RDEMTime+Imp EM Time, RDCTTime+

ImpCTTimne);
value EnginePerfonnance=(EPFuel Impact)*(EP EM Impact)/l 00;
value Other_-Operational_Considerations=(OOCFuellmpact)*(OOCEMJmpact)/ 00;
value Back_-PressureScore=@if(BackPressure>1I,0,(-0.05*BackPressure+1 )* 100);
value Other _Testing Factors=(OTF Fuel Impact)*(OTFCT~jmpact)/1 00;
value NOx--NOx_-FuelImhpact+NOx EM -Impact*( 1 -NOxFuel__Impact)+NOxCT_Imp act*

(1 -(NOx Fuel Impact+NOxEM Impact*(I1 -NOxFuel hnpact)));
value CO'=CO -Fuel -Impact+COEM Impact*(1 -COFuelImpact)+COCTImpact*

(I -(CO_-FuelImpact+COEM~jmpact*(l -CO Fuel_Impact)));
value S02=S02_-FuelImpact+S02 EM Impact*( 1 -S02_Fuel Impact)+S02_CT_Impact*

(1 -(S02_IFuel_Imnpact+SO2-EM Impact*( 1 -S02_Fuel Impact)));
value PM=PM -Fuel -Impact+PM_-EM -Imp act*( 1-PMFuelJmpact)+PMCT~mpact*

(1 -(PM Fuel Impact+PM EM Imp act*(1 -PM Fuel_Impact)));
value RDCost=@pv(AnnualRDFuelCost,InterestRateRDFuelTimne)+

@pv(Annual -R_-D_-EM_-Cost InterestRateRDEM Time)+@pv(Annual RDCTCost,
InterestRate RD_CT_Time);

value Acquisition_-Cost=(@pv(Annual-AcLFuel_Cost,IterestRate,mp_Fuel Time)*
(1 +Interest_-Rate)A(RDjuelTime))+(@pv(Annual-AccLEMCost,InterestRate,
ImpEM_Time)*(Ilnterest-Rate)A(-R.D__EMTimne))+(@pv(Annual-AccLCT_Cost,
Interest_-Rate,ImpCTTime)*(l +Interest-Rate)A(-RD_CTTime));

value FacilityCost-(@pv(Fac Fuel Cost,InterestRate,hnp_FuelTime)*( 1 +Interest-Rate)A
(-RD_Fuel_Timne))±(@pv(Fac CTCost,InterestRate,Imp_CTTime)*(l +nterestRate)A
(-RD_CT_Time));

value 0_MCost=(@pv(Annual_0_MFuelCost,nterestRate,(TimeHorizon-RDFuelTime-
Imp_Fuel_Time))*(l +Interest -Rate)A(-R_D_FuelTime-Imp FuelTime))+
(@pv(Annual-OMEMCost,InterestRate,(TimeHorizon-RDEMTimneImp EM Time))*
(1 +hiterest_-Rate)(RDEM Time-Imp__EM Time))+(@pv(Annua_-0-M_-CT_-Cost,
Interest_-Rate,(TimeHorizon-RDCTTime-ImpCTTime))*(l+JnterestRate)(RDCT Time
-Imp CT Timne));

value NOxThreshold=@if(NOx<0. 10,0, 1);
value COThreshold=@if(CO<0. 10,0, 1);
value Cost-R-D_-Cost+Acquisition Cost+Facility_Cost+OMCost;
value Environental_-Compliance Scorezz(Wl1)*(NOx)+(W2)*(CO)+(W3)*(UTHC)+(W4)*(S02)+

(W5)*(PM);
value Test_-Performance=(Other Testingj actors)* (B ack PressureScore)/ 100;
value Utility-(NOx -Threshold*COThreshold)*(Environental ComplianceScore);
value Operational ImpactScore=Backpressure-Threshold*(EPWeight*Engine-Performance+

OOC Weight*Other OperationalConsiderations+TP Weight*TestPerformance);

sequence( attributes = 4,
objective$= $1
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decide to Fuel Type then
decide to EngineModifications then
decide to ControlTechnology and get Utility, OperationalImpactScore, Cost, Time
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Appendix D: DPL Language Program for Controlled Node Analysis

value EP_Weight=0. 33;
value OOCWeight"'0.33;
value TPWeight"'1 -EP Weight-QOCWeight;
value InterestRate=0.079;
value TimeHorizon=30;
value W I =2/7;
value W2=2/7;
value W3 = in;
value W4= 1/7;
value W5=lin;
controlled FuelType. {JP_8,Additive};
controlled Engine -Modifications. {NoChange,Modify__ngine,NewEngine};
controlled ControlTechnology. {NoChange,SorbentBed,Pulsed-Plasma};
value EPFuel ImpactjFuel Type=

100, II Fuel_Type.JP-8
99; fl Fuel_Type.Additive

value EP_EKlmpactlEngineModifications=
100, H/Engine_-Modifications.NoChange
98, HI Engine_-Modifications.Modify_ Engine
100; H/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value OOCFuel ImpactIFuelType"'
100, HI Fuel_TypeJPS8
99; II Fuel_Type.Additive

value OOC3_EMnpactEngineModifications=
100, fl Engine_Modifications.NoChange
98, fl/EngineModifications.Modify' ngine
100; fl Engine_Modilications.NewEngine

value Back_-PressurelControlTechnology=
0, // Control_-Technology.NoChange
0 .66, HI Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
0.5; HI ControlTechnologyPulsedPlasma

value OTFFuel ImpactIFuelType"'
100, //Fuel_TypeJP_8
100; //Fuel_Type.Additive

value OTF_CTljmpactControl_Technology=
100, /1 ControlTechnology.No_-Change
99, fl ControlTechnology. Sorbent_-Bed
98; II ControlTechnologyPulsedPlasma

value NOxFuel hnpactlFuel Type=
0.00, IIFuel_Type.JP -8
0.05; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value NOxEMlImpactlEngine-Modifications=
0.00, H/EngineModifications.NoChange
0.35, H/EngineModifications.Modify Engine
0.40; //Engine_Modifications.NewEngine

value NOx_-CT ImpactiControlTechnology"'
0.00, II Control_-Technology.No_Change
0.55, II Control_-Technology. Sorbent -Bed
0.85; IIControlTechnology.Pulsed Plasma

value COFuel ImpactIFuelType=
0.00, I/Fuel_Type.JP-8
0.05; I/FuelType.Additive
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value COEMl- mpactlEngine-Modifications=
0.00, II Engine_-Modifications.NoChange
0.03, II Engine_-Modifications.Modiy__Engine
0.05; // EngineModifications.NewEngine

value CO_CT JmpactlControlTechnology=
0.00, HI Control_-Technology.No_Change
0.30, H/Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
0.50,;I ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value S02_Fuel ImpactIFuelType=
0.00, //Fuel_Type.JP -8
0.00; II Fuel_Type.Additive

value 502_EFKlmpactEngine _Modiications=
0.00, I/Engine_Modifications.No_-Change
0.00, I/EngineModifications.Modify_ Engine
0.00; HI EngineModifications.NewEngine

value S02_CT ImpactIControl_Technology=
0.00, II Control_-Technology.No_-Change
0.55, II Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
0.45; I/ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value PMFuel ImpactIFuelType=
0.00, //Fuel_Type.JP_8
0.05; I/Fuel_Type.Additive

value PM_EMlmpactlEngineModifications=
0.00, HI Engine_-Modifications.No_-Change
0.03, I/EngineModifications.Modify Engine
0.05; HI Engine Modifications.NewEngine

value PMCT ImpactiControlTechnology-
0.00, II ControlTechnology.NoChange
0.55, II ControlTechnology. Sorbent -Bed
0.45; IIControlTechnology.Pulsed Plasma

value RD_-FuelCostIFuelType'=
0, I/FuelType.JP-8
225000; HI FuelType.Additive

value RD_-EM -CostEngine _Modifications=
0, //EngineModifications.NoChange
4000000, II EngineModifications.Modiy__ Engine
4000000; II EngineModifications.NewEngine

value RD_CTCostIControlTechnology=
0, HI Control_-Technology.NoChange
150000, HI Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
400000; II ControlTechnology.Pulsed Plasma

value AccLFuelCostIFuelType=
0, HI Fuel_Type.3P_8
12000; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value AccLEMCostlEngine _Modifications=
0, II EngineModifications.NoChange
94500000, // EngineModifications.Modiy__Engine
291600000; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value AccLCTCostIControlTechnology"
0, HI Control_-Technology.No -Change
150000, // Control_-Technology. Sorbent-Bed
200000; II ControlTechnology.Pulsed Plasma

value FacFuelCostIFuelType=
0, II FuelType.JP-8
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0; I Fuel_Type.Additive
value FacCTCostIControlTechnology=

0, HI ControlTechnology.No_Change
70000, H/ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
40000; HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value 0_M_-Fuel -CostIFuelType=
0, /Fuel_Type.JP -8
935000; //Fuel_Type.Additive

value 0_M_-EM -CostEngine-Modifications='
0, I/EngineModifications.NoChange
0, HI Engine_Modifications.Modify__Engine
0; II EngineModifications.NewEngine

value 0_M_-CT_-Cost__Baseline IControlTechnology=-
0, // Control_-Technology.No_Change
35300, IH Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
8832; HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value Imp Fuel TimnelFuelType=
0, fl/Fuel_Type.JiP 8
4; II Fuel_Type.Additive

value linp__EM4TimeEngine-Modifications=
0, I/Engine_-Modifications.No_-Change
6, HI EngineModifications.Modify_ Engine
3 ; //EngineModifications.NewEngine

value ImpCTTimelControlTechnology=
0, // Control_-Technology.No_Change
2, II Control_-Technology. SorbentBed
2; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value RD_-Fuel -TimelFuel Type=
0, ' Fuel_Type.JP -8
3; f/Fuel_Type.Additive

value RD_-EM-TimejEngine _Modifications=
0, H EngineModifications.NoChange
3, I/Engine _Modifications.ModifyEngine
3; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value RDCT -TimelControl_Technology=
0, II ControlTechnology.No_Change
1, H ControlTechnology.Sorbent_-Bed
3; II Control_-Technology.PulsedPlasma

value Backpressure_Threshold=@if(Back _Pressure> 1,0, 1);
value UHCFuel Imp actIFuelType=

0.00, I/Fuel_Type.JP-8
0.05; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value UHC_EMv ImpactlEngine-Modifications=~
0.00, HI EngineModitications.NoChange
0.03, HI EngineModifications.Modify_ Engine
0.05; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value UTTC_CTljmpactlControlTechnology=
0.00, HI ControlTechnology.No_-Change
0.25, II ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
0.65; HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value UIIC=UHCFuel_Impact+UHC EM Jmpact*( 1 -IJHCFuelhnmpact)+UHCCThnmpact*
(I -(UHC -Fuel -Impact+UH-C_ EM hnlpact*(I1 -UHCFuel-hnpact)));

value AnnualRDFuelCost'=@if(R_D_Fuel_Time=
0,RDFuelCostRDFuelCost/RDFuelTme);
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value AnnualRDEMCost=@if(R_DEMTime=O,RDEMCost R_D_EFMCostIRDEM Time);
value AnnualRDCT_Cost=@if(RDP_CTTime=ORD_CT-Cost,RDCTCostRD_CT_Time);
value Annual AccLFuel Cost-@if(rnp FuelTiine=O,AcquelCost,AcLFuelCost/Imp FuelTime);
value Annual AcqEMCost--@if(Jmp EM Time0=,AcqEM_Cost,AcLEM _Cost/Imp EM Time);
value Annual Acq CT Cost@f(hrnpCTTime0=,AcqT_Cost,AcqCT_Cost/mpCTTime);
value Annual_-Fac_-FuelCost--@if(Imp Fuel TimeOFacFuel_Cost FacFuel_Cost/ImpFuelTime);
value Annual_-Fac_-CT_-Cost-@if(ImpCT TimeOFacCT_CostFacCTCost/Imp_CT_Time);
value Annual_-0_-M_-CT_-Cost=O M CTCost Baselne-*(l -NOxFuel_Impact)*(l -NOx _EM_Impact);
value Annual_-0_-M_-Fuel_-Cost=OMFuel_Cost;
value Annual_0_MEMCost='OMEMCost;
value Time=@max(RD_uel-Time+mp Fuel TimeRDEMTirne+Imp EMTime,RDCTTime+

ImpCT -Time);
value Engine_Performance=(EP Fuel -Impact)*(EP3EMImpact)/l 00;
value Other_-OperationalConsiderations(OOCFueljmpact)*(OOCBMImpact)/l 00,
value Back_-PressureScore=@if(BackPressure> 1 ,0,(-0.05*BackPressure+l )* 100);
value Other _Testing Factors=(OTF Fuel Impact)*(OTFCTImpact)/1 00;
value NOx--NOx_-Fuel_-Impact+NOx -EM Impact*(l -NOxFuel Impact)+NOxCTImpact*

(1 -(NOx -Fuel Impact+NOx _EMImrpact*( 1 -NOxFuelImpact)));
value CO=CO -Fuel Impact+COEMImpact*(I -COFuel_Impact)+COCT~jmpact*(1 -(CO Fuel Impact+

CO EMImp act*( 1-COFuel Imnpact)));
value S02=S2-FuelImpact+S02 -EM Imhpact*( 1-S02 -FuelImpact)+S02_CT_Impact*

(1 -(S02_Fuel_Impact+S023NEMlmpact*( 1-S02_Fuel Impact)));
value PM=PM -Fuel -Impact+PMEM mpact*(l -PMFuel_Impact)+PMCTImpact*

(1 -(PM Fuel Impact+PMEM~jmpact*(I 1-PM Fuel_Impact)));
value RDCost-@pv(AnnualRDFuel_Cost,nterestRateRDFuel_Timne)+

@pv(Annual -R_-D_-EM_-Cost InterestRateRD_EMTimne)+@pv(AnnuaL RDCT_Cost,
InterestRate,RDCTTime);

value Acquisition -Cost--(@pv(Annual -AcqLFuel_-Cost,InterestRate,Imp_FuelTime)*( I +Interest-Rate)A
(-R_D_-Fuel_-Time))+(@pv(Annual_AcqEM Cost,InterestRate,ImpEM-Time)*
(1I +Interest_Rate) (RDEMTime))+(@pv(AnnualAccLCTCostInterest-Rate,ImpCTTime)*
(1 +InterestRate)A (RDCTTime));

value FacilityCost=(@pv(Fac FuelCost,Interest Rate,Imp FuelTime)*(l +Interest-Rate)^
(-R_D_Fuel_-Timne))+(@pv(FacCTCost,InterestRate,Imp_CTTime)*( 1 +InterestRate)A
(-R_D_CTTime));

value 0_MCost=(@pv(Annual_0_MFuel_Cost,InterestRate,(Time Horizon-RDFuelTime-
Imp_Fuel_Timne))*( 1 +Interest Rate)A (-R_D_Fuel_Time-Imp FuelTime))+
(@pv(AnnualO_ -M_-EM_-CostInterestRate,(Time-Horizon-RDEMTimce-ImpEM Time))*
(I +InterestRate)A (RD EMTime-Imp EM Time))+(@pv(Annual_0_MCTCost,
InterestRate,(Time_-Horizon-R_-D_-CT_-Tim-ImpCTTimne))* (I+InterestRate)A
(-R,_D_CT_Time-ImpCT Time));

value NOxThreshold=@if(NOx<0. 10,0, 1);
value CO_-Threshold=@if(CO<0. 10,0, 1);
value Cost-R-D-Cost+Acquisition-Cost+Facility_Cost+OMCost;
value Environmental_-Compliance Score=(WI )*(NOx)+(W2)*(CO)+(W3)*(UHC)+(W4)*(S02)+

(W5)*(PM);
value TestPefformnance=(Other Testing Factors)* (Back Pressure Score)/1 00;
value Utility--(NOx -Threshold*COThreshold)*(Environental ComplianceScore);
value OperationalImpact_-Score=Backpressure -Threshold*(EP Weight*Engine-Performance+

OOCWeight*Other Operational_Considerations+TPWeight*TestPerformance);

sequence:

set Fuel Type.JP_8 then
set Engine Modifications.NoChange then
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set ControlTechnology.NoChange then
get OperationalImpactScore then
get Time then
get Cost then
get Utility
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Appendix E: DPL Language Program for Controlled Node Chance Analysis

value EPWeight0. 3 3;
value OOCWeight=-0.33;
value TP_Weight--1 -EP Weight-OOC Weight;
value InterestRate=0.079;
value Time_-Horizon- 30;
value W1=2/;
value W2217;
value W3=1/7;
value W4=1/7;
value W51/7;
controlled Fuel-Type. (JP_8,Additive};
controlled Engine -Modifications. {No _Change,Modify__Engine,New_-Engine};
decision Control_-Technology. {No_Change,Sorbent_-Bed,Pulsed Plasma);
chance CO-CTImpact. {High,MediumLow} IControlTechnology=

{ 1.00,0.00,0.00), H/Control_Technology.No_Change
triangular(0.25,0.35,0.30), HI Control_-Technology. Sorbent_-Bed
triangular(0.40,0.65,0.50), HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

HI ControlTechnology.No_Change
0.00, HI CO_-CT_hnpact.High
0.00, fl CO_-CT_linpact.Medium
0.00, fl COCT_linpact.Low

II ControlTechnology.Sorbent_-Bed
H I CO_-CT_hnpact.High

* H COCT_hnpact.Medium
* I COCT_Impact.Low

HI ControlTechnology.Pulsed_-Plasma
*O I COCT_lInpact.High
* If COCT_linpact.Medium

Hf CO_-CT_hnpact.Low
chance RD_-EM_-Cost. {HighMedium,Low} lEngine Modifications=-

{ 1.00,0,0), HI Engine_-Modifications.No_Change
triangular(3000000,5000000,4000000), //EngineModifications.ModifyEngine
triangular(3000000,5000000,4000000), II EngineModifications.New Engine

I/Engine-Modifications.No -Change
0, HI RD_-EM-Cost.Hligh
0, HI RDEMCost.Medium
0, HI RDEMCost.Low

IEngine Modifications.Modify Engine
* I R_-DEM -Cost.Hig
* I RDEM_-Cost.Medium
* I RD_-EM_-Cost.Low

II Engine Modifications.New Engine
H -I RDEM-Cost.High

* I RDEMCost.Medium
fl RDEMCost.Low

chance RD -CT -Cost. {High,Medium,Low} jControlTechnology=
f 1.00,0,0}, H/Control_-Technology.No_Change
triangular( 100000,200000,150000), II Control_-Technology. Sorbent_-Bed
triangular(300000,500000,400000), II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma
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II Control_Technology.NoChange
0, HI RDCT_Cost.High
0, HI RDCTCost.Medium
0, HI RDCTCost.Low

HI ControlTechnology.SorbentBed
* H RDCT_Cost.High
* H RDCTCost.Medium

HI RDCTCost.Low
HI Control_Technology.PulsedPlasma

* H RDCT_Cost.Hgh
HI RDCTCost.Medium
Hf RDCTCost.Low

chance AcqEMCost. f{H-igh,Medium,Low} lEngineModifications=
f I .00,0,0}, H/Engine_Modifications.NoChange
triangular(8 1000000,108000000,94500000), HI EngineModifications.Modify Engine
triangular(283500000,297000000,29 1600000),ll EngineModifications.NewEngine

II Engine Modifications.No_Change
0, HI AccLEM4Cost.H-fgh
0, II AccLEM Cost.Medium
0, II AccLEMCost.Low

HI Engine Modifications.Modi1f Engine
flI AccEM _Cost.IHigh

*HI AcqEMCost.Medium
H I AccLEMtCost.Low

II Engine Modifications.New Engine
H I AcqEM Cost.High

* I AcqEMCost.Medium
II AcqEMCost.Low

chance Fac_-CTCost. fHI-gh,Medium,Low} ControlTechnology=
{1I.00,0,01, // Control_Technology.NoChange
triangular(60000,80000,70000), fl Control_-Technology. Sorbent_-Bed
triangular(30000,50000,40000), //ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

HI ControlTechnology.NoChange
0, H/ FacCT_Cost.H-igh
0, HI FacCTCost.Medium
0, HI FacCTCost.Low

/Control_Technology.SorbentBed
H I FacCT_Cost.H-igh
II FacCTCost.Medium

H FacCTCost.Low
II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

*5 H FacCT_Cost.High
*5 FacCTCost.Medium

// FacCTCost.Low
chance 0_MCTCost__Baseline-. {HighMedim,Low} IControlTechnology=

f I .00,0,0), I/Control_-Technology.No_Change
triangular(1 7600,70600,3 5300), I/ControlTechnology.SorbentBed
triangular(4400, 17700,8800), HI ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

IH ControlTechnology.No Change
0, 0I 0_M_-CT_-Cost__ Baseline-.High
0, II 0MCTCost__Baseline .Medimn
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0, HI 0_-M_-CT_-Cost__Baseline_ Low
II ControlTechnology.Sorbent_-Bed

H I 0_-M_-CTCost__ Baseline igh
II 0_-M_-CTCost_-Baseline_-Medim

0-M-CTCost__ Baseline_.Low
HI ControlTechnology.Pulsed_-Plasma

HI 0_-M_-CTCost__ Baseline_.High
H 0 M -CTCost__ BaselineMedim

HI CMCTCostBaseline_.Low
value EPFuel Imp actiFuelType=

100, IIFuel_Type.JP-8
99; IIFuel_Type.Additive

value EPEMImpactlEngine Modifications=
100, HI EngineModifications.NoChange
98, I/Engine_Modifications.Modifyr Engine
100; II Engine Modifications.NewEngine

value 0CFuel ImpactIFuel Type=
100, H/Fuel_Type.JP-8
99; H/Fuel_Type.Additive

value 0CC_EKImpactlEngine-Modifications=
100, // EngineModifications.NoChange
98, I/Engine_-Modifications.Modif' Engine
100; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value Back_-PressurelControlTechnology=
0 , II ControlTechnology.No_-Change
0.66, II ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
0.5; // ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value OTFFuel ImpactIFuel Type=
100, I/Fuel_Type. JP -8
100; I/Fuel_Type.Additive

value CTF_CTljmpactControl_Technology-
100, HI ControlTechnology.No_-Change
99, I/ControlTechnology. Sorbent_-Bed
98; IIControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value NOxFuelImpactIFuel Type=
0.00, I/Fuel_Type.JP-8
0.05; I/Fuel_Type.Additive

value NOx_EKlmpactlEngine-Modifications=
0.00, HI Engine_Modifications.No_-Change
0.35, II EngineModifications.Modify__Engine
0.40; // EngineModifications.NewEngine

value NOx_-CThnpactjControlTechnology=
0.00, II ControlTechnology.No_Change
0.55, HI ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
0.85; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value CCFuel ImpactIFuelType=
0.00, I/Fuel_TypeJPS8
0.05; // Fuel_Type.Additive

value CC_EM~hmpactlEngine-Modifications=
0.00, I/EngineModifications.NoChange
0.03, I/EngineModitications.Modify__Engine
0.05; IIEngineModifications.NewEngine

value S02_Fuel hnpactIFuel Type=
0.00, I/Fuel_TypeJP_8
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0.00; H/Fuel_Type.Additive
value S02_EKlmpactlEngine-Modifieations=

0.00, HI Engine_Modifications.NoChange
0.00, #I Engine_Modifications.Modiy__ Engine
0.00; fl Engine_Modifications.NewEngine

value S02_CThmpactIControlTechnology=
0.00, II ControlTechnology.No_Change
0.55, H/ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
0.45; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value PMFuel ImpactIFuel Type=
0.00, H/Fuel_Type.JP8g
0.05; H/Fuel_Type.Additive

value PMt_EKlmpactlEngineModifications=
0.00, II Engine_Modifications.NoChange
0.03, I/Engine _Modifications.Modify_ Engine
0.05; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value PMCT IlmpactIControl_Technology-
0.00, fl ControlTechnology.NoChange
0.55, // ControlTechnology. SorbentBed
0.45; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value RD_-Fuel -CostIFuelType=
0, # Fuel_Type.JP_8
225000; fl/Fuel_Type.Additive

value AccijuelCostIFuelType=
0, I/Fuel_Type.JP-8
12000; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value AcLCTCostIControlTechnology=z
0, II Control_-Technology.No_-Change
150000, II Control_-Technology.SorbentBed
200000; I ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value FacFuelCostIFuelType=
0, HI Fuel_Type.JP8g
0; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value 0_M_-Fuel -CostIFuel Type=
0, //Fuel_Type.JP -8
935000; HI Fuel_Type.Additive

value 0_MEM-CostlEngine-Modiications=
0, I/EngineModifications.NoChange
0, I/EngineModifications.Modify_ Engine
0; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value Imp FuelTimelFuel Type=
0, HI Fuel_Type.JP_8
4. //Fuel_Type.Additive

value JmpEMTimelEngineModifications=
0, II EngineModifications.NoChange
6, I/Engine _Modifications.Modiy_ Engine
3 ; I/EngineModifications.NewEngine

value lImpCTTimnelControlTechnology'
0, II ControlTechnology.No -Change
2, // ControlTechnology. Sorbent-Bed
2; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value RDFuel TimelFuel Type=
0, I/Fuel_Type.JP -8
3. II Fuel_Type.Additive
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value RD_-EM -TimeEngineModifications=
0, H/EngineModifications.NoChange
3, HI EngineModifications.ModiIy__Engine
3. ;//EngineModifications.NewEngine

value RD_CTTimelControl_Technology=
0, #I ControlTechnology.No_-Change
1 , II ControlTechnology. Sorbent_-Bed
3, II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value BackpressureThreshold=@if(BackPressure>1 ,0,1);
value UHCFuel ImpactIFuelType=

0.00, HI Fuel_Type.JP-8
0.05; I/Fuel_Type.Additive

value UHC_-EM -mpactlEngine-Modifications=
0.00, HI EngineModifications.NoChange
0.03, HI EngineModifications.Modify Engine
0.05; HI EngineModifications.NewEngine

value UHC_CT ImpactIControlTechnology=
0.00, HI ControlTechnology.No_Change
0.25, HI ControlTechnology. Sorbent_-Bed
0.65; II ControlTechnology.PulsedPlasma

value U4C=UHC-Fuel -lInpact+UHC EM hnpact*(l -UHCFuellmnpact)+UHCCTImpact*
(I -(UIHC FuelImpact+IJHC E _lmpact*( 1 -UHCFuelhnpact)));

value Annual_-R_-D_-Fuel -Cost--@dif(R._uelTime=ORD_Fuel_Cost,
RDFuelCostIRDFuelTime);

value Annual_-R_-DEMCost@if(R_DEMTimeORDEMCostRDEMCostIRDEM Time);
value Annual_-R_-D_-CT_Cost=@if(R__CT_TimeORDCT_Cost RD_CTCost/RDCT_Time);
value Annual.AccFuelCost-@if(hinp Fuel Time=O,Acquel_CostAccLFuel -Cost/Imp FuelTime);
value Annual Acq EM Cost-@if(linp EM Time--0,AccLEMv_CostAcqEM Cost/ImpEM _Timne);
value Annual AccqCT Cost=@if(ImpCTTime==0,AccLCT Cost,AcLCT_Cost/ImpCTTime);
value Annual_-Fac_-FuelCost=@if(Imp Fuel Time=O,FacFuel_Cost,FacFuel_Cost/Imp FuelTime);
value Annual_-Fac_-CT_-Cost=@if(Imp_CT_TieOFacCT_CostFacCTCost/ImpCTTime);
value Annual_-0_-M_-CT_-Cost-O-M-CT-Cost__Baseline *(1..NOxFuelImpact)*(l -NOx_EM_Impact);
value Annual_-0_-M_-Fuel_-Cost-O_-M_-Fuel_Cost;
value Annual_0_MEMCost-OMEMCost;
value Time=@max(R_Fuel_-Time+Imp Fuel -Timne, RD_-EM_-Timte+

ImpEM_Time,R_D_-CT_Time+ImnpCT_Time);,
value EnginePerformance=(EPFuel Impact)*(EP EMhmpact)/1 00;
value Other_-Operational -Considerations=(OOCFueljmpact)*(OOCEM-KImpact)Il 00;
value BackPressureScore=@if(B3ackPressure> 1 ,0,(-0.05 *BackPressure+1 )* 100);
value Other_-Testing Factors=(OTF Fuel Imnpact)*(OTF CTImnpact)I 00;
value NOx=NOx_-FuelImp act+NOx -EM Imhpact*(l -NOxFuel Impact)+

Nox-CT~mpact*(l -(NOxFuel Impact+NOx_EM_Impact*(l -NOxFuelImpact)));
value CO=CO -Fuel Impact+COEMImnpact*(1 -COFuel_Impact)+

CO CT Impact*( 1 -(COFuel Impact+CO-EM-hmpact*( 1-COFuel Impact)));
value S02=S2FuelImpact+S02_EMImpact*( 1 -S02 -Fuel Impact)+

S02_CTImpact*(I -(SO2_Fuel Impact+S02_)EMImpact*(I-SO2_Fuel_Impact)));
value PM=PM Fuel Impact+PMEM -Impact*(I -PMFuel_Imp act)+

PM CTImpact*( 1 -(PM_Fuel Impact+PMEM~hmpact*(I -PMFuel Impact)));
value RDCost=@pv(AnnualRDFuelCost,InterestRate,RDFuel_Time)+

@pv(Annual-RDEMCosthIterestRateRDEM-Time)+
@pv(Annual-RDCTCost,InterestRate RD_CTTime);

value Acquisition -Cost=(@pv(Annual -Acqjuel_CostInterest_-Rate,ImpFuelTime)*
(I +InterestRate)(RDYuelTime))+(@pv(AnnualAcqEMCost,nterest_-Rate,
Imnp EM Time)*( 1+Interest Rate)A(-RD_EM,1_Timne))+(@pv(Annual-AccLCTCost,
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hIterestRate ImpCT-Time)*( 1 +Interest Rate)^(-R_D_CTTime));
value FacilityCost=-(@pv(Fac Fuel Cost,Jnterest Rate,Imp Fuel Time)*( 1 +Interest -Rate)

A(-R_D_Fuel_Time))+(@pv(Fac CTCostInterestRate,hnp_CTTime)*(l +InterestRate)
A(-R_D_CT_Time));

value 0_M_-Cost"(@pv(Annual_0_MFuel_CosthInterestRate,(Time Horizon-
R_-D_-Fuel_-Time-Imp Fuel Time))*( 1+InterestRate)A (-RDFuelTime-Imp Fuel Time))+

(@pv(AnnualO_ -M_-EM_-CostInterest_-Rate,(TimeHorizon-RDEMTimeIpEMN Time))*
(l+Interest_-Rate)A(-RDEM _Time-mp EMTimne))+(@pv(Annual_0_MCTCost,
Interest Rate,(Timne_-Horizon-RDCTTime-ImnpCT Time))*( 1+InterestRate)A
(-R_D_CT_Time-ImpCTTime));

value NOx_-Threshold=@if(NOx<0. 10,0, 1);
value COTbreshold=@if(CO<0. 10,0,1);
value Cost=-RDCost+Acquisition Cost+Facility_Cost+OMCost;
value Environmental_-Compliance Score=(WI )*(NOx)+(W2)*(CO)+(W3)*(TJI-C)+(W4)*(S02)+

(W5)*(PM);
value TestPerformnance=(Other Testing Factors)* (Jack PressureScore)/1 00;
value Utility--NOx -Threshold*COThreshold)*(Environmnental ComplianceScore);
value Operationaljmpact -Score=Backpressure -Threshold* (EPWeight*Engine-Performance+

OOCWeight*Other OperationalConsiderations+TP Weight*TestPerformance);

sequence( attributes = 4,
objective = @if($2>98,$l1,0))

set FuelType.JP_8 then
II options for FuelType ={P_8, Additive)
set Engine Modifications.NewEngine then
/options for Engine-Modifications = {NoChange,Modify__Engine,New-Engine}
decide to Control_-Technology then
gamble on R_-DEMCost then
gamble on R_-D_-CT_-Cost then
gamble on AcqEM Cost then
gamble on Fac_-CTICost then
gamble on 0_-M_-CT_-Cost__ Baseline_ then
gamble on CO CT-Impact and get Utility, OperationalImpactScore, Cost, Time
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